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1.0
1 .1 Background 

This Conservation Management Plan (CMP) for The Priory, at 2 
Salter Street, Gladesville, has been prepared for the property’s 
manager, Hunter’s Hill Council, to guide the restoration and future 
use of the site. 

1 .2 Report Objectives 

The main objective of this CMP is to develop strategies and 
guidelines prior to any upgrading of the property for future use. It 
establishes the heritage signifi cance of the property, identifi es the 
original features and surviving fabric and recommends appropriate 
policies to conserve these in any future plans to upgrade the site. 

1 .3 Report Structure 

This CMP  has been prepared in accordance with the guidelines 
of The Conservation Management Plan, by James Semple Kerr, 
and The Burra Charter: the Australia ICOMOS Charter for Places 
of Cultural Signifi cance, 1999, also known by its more common title 
The Burra Charter.   The Burra Charter and The Australian Natural 
Heritage Charter both provide defi nitions, principles and processes, 
for the conservation of items of cultural signifi cance.  

This CMP  also follows guidelines set out in the NSW Heritage Manual.  
The aim of these documents is to assist with the identifi cation of 
items of heritage signifi cance.  This assessment assists in providing 
guidance on substance, structure and methodology for the writing 
of effective conservation management plans.

This CMP  is divided into sections, dealing with the history of the 
site and its immediate area, the physical description of the site, the 
assessments of the site’s signifi cance, options for ongoing use of the 
building including constraints and opportunities, and a conservation 
works schedule, and an ongoing maintenance strategy.   

1 .4 Site Identifi cation 

The subject site, at 2 Salter Street, Gladesville, is situated within the 
Riverglade Reserve, at the head of Tarban Creek, near the corner of 
Salter Street and Manning Road. It is described in the NSW Offi ce 
of Land and Property Information as Lot 1 of DP 823988. 

Introduction

Figure 1.1
Location map showing the subject site marked 
with a red arrow

Source: Sydney and Blue Mountains UBD 
Directory,  2007

Figure 1.2
Aerial photograph showing the subject site 
outlined in red  

Source: NSW Department of Lands 2008
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1 .5 Authorship 

This CMP has been prepared by Gail Lynch, Senior Heritage 
Consultant,  of Graham Brooks and Associates Pty Ltd, and has 
been reviewed by the Director, Graham Brooks. Unless otherwise 
noted all of the photographs and drawings in this report are by 
Graham Brooks and Associates Pty Ltd.

1 .6 Acknowlegements 

This CMP draws on information contained in the following reports 
on the site, as referenced in the text:

Conservation Management Plan ‘The Priory’ (2003 CMP), 
Stedinger Associates and McPhee Associates, May 2003 

Archaeological Assessment made as part of Conservation 
Management Plan ‘The Priory’, Dr Louise Steding and Mr 
Wayne McPhee, May 2003 

Heritage Assessment The Priory (The Assessment), Penelope 
Pike, 2004

1 .7 Report Limitations 

This CMP is limited to the investigation of the European history of 
the site. Recommendations have been made on the basis of archival 
plans viewed, the information contained in previous reports, as 
noted in the text, and inspection of the existing fabric.

No primary research was carried out in the preparation of this CMP 
as the history of the site was researched and documented in the 
2003 Heritage Assessment, prepared by Penelope Pike, to inform 
the State Heritage listing process.

The Heritage Assessment references a Draft CMP for the site 
prepared for NSW Health in 1992. The Draft CMP may contain 
detailed information relating to the Public Works Department 
upgrades to the building in 1967 and 1982 which is not available 
from the Department of Commerce archives at the present time. 
The Heritage Branch of the Department of Planning Library does 
not have a copy of this reoprt. To ensure all relevant information 
relating to The Priory is now included in one document Graham 
Brooks and Associates sought to obtain a copy from its author. This 
request was declined.

Archaeological assessment of the subject site is outside the scope 
of this CMP. An extract from the Archaeological Assessment made 
as part of Conservation Management Plan ‘The Priory’, prepared by 
Dr. Louise Steding of Stedinger Associates and Mr Wayne McPhee 
of McPhee Architects, in March 2003 is reproduced in Appendix 1 
of this report for ease of reference only.

•

•

•
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2 .1 Early Settlement in the Area 

In order to supply the needs of the New South Wales colony soldiers, 
marines, and ex-convicts were given land to grow food. Farms in 
what is now the Ryde and Gladesville area were established in the 
1790s, and known as ‘the Eastern Farms’ - as they were east of 
the early food growing area of Parramatta. The fi rst grants in the 
Gladesville area were made to John Doody (convict artist), William 
House and George Fieldhouse, in 1795.1  

Allotments north of Tarban Creek were taken up by James Everard 
and Thomas Jones in 1798 and William Johnson in 17992.
 

2 .2 Early Use of the Subject Site 

In September 1835, Surveyor H.F. White went to Tarban Creek to 
measure three portions of land there, applied for as a purchase by 
Thomas Stubbs. He was unable to carry out his instructions and 
wrote to that effect to the Surveyor General (and) noted one of the 
lots required as a paddock for the Asylum was to be reserved and 
‘nobody but a madman would want to buy the rest’.3

In 1836 Thomas Stubbs bought two allotments, 10 acres and an 
adjoining 8 acres, at the southern end of Tarban Creek. This land is 
shown outlined in red in the Parish Map extract in Figure 2.1.

Stubbs, born in 1802, was a journalist, musician and auctioneer. 
The 1841 Census of the Parish of Hunters Hill notes he lived in a 
wooden house on the Tarban Creek site with his family, two servants 
and a gardener.4

In 1847 Stubbs sold the property to the Marist Fathers, for one 
thousand one hundred pounds, and moved to Sydney where he 
was later appointed Inspector of Public Nuisances. Correspondence 
relating to the purchase describes the property as:

There are 18 acres. The house is good, quite large, the 
orchard and garden are magnifi cent. One can count forty 
kinds of fruit, all the trees are bearing; they are three years 
old. The vines are coming along very well, already it seems 
that there will be suffi cient to provide everyone in the 
procure with wine for one year...     there is a stone house 
which has been recently built.5

1  B Sherry and D Baglin, Hunter’s Hill Australia’s Oldest Garden Suburb, Allen and Unwin, 
NSW,, 1988
2  The Hunters Hill Trust, Heritage of Hunters Hill, 3rd Edition, Hunters Hill Trust, Hunters 
Hill, 1982
3  J Jervis, Journal of Royal Australian Historical Society, 1960, Part 6, 46, quoted in R 
Maguire & D Drake, The Priory at Hunters Hill NSW, The Hunters Hill Trust, Hunters Hill, 1992
4  R Maguire & D Drake, The Priory at Hunters Hill NSW, The Hunters Hill Trust, Hunters 
Hill, 1992
5  Extracts of letters from Father Rocher to his superiors in France, quoted in  R Maguire & D 
Drake, The Priory and its Architect, The Hunters Hill Trust, Hunters Hill, 1992 

Historical Summary 2.0
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Figure 2.1
Extract from an early Hunters Hill Parish Map with the Stubbs property, adjacent to 
the Asylum Reserve outlined in red. The Doody, House, Fieldhouse, Everard, Jones 
and Johnson farms are also shown.

Source: NSW Department of Lands 2008
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2 .3 Initial Construction of the Building 
 The Stubbs House

The drawing in Figure 2.2 depicts the buildings on the site in 1854. 
The Stubbs stone house, marked with a circle, was constructed 
after the 1841 census and prior to the 1847 sale of the property. This 
building is now the single storey north facing wing of The Priory.

Figure 2.2
19th century ink drawing based on an 1854 painting by Sardis, an Italian artist of 
the Foreign Missionaries of Milan. The Stubbs wing of The Priory is marked with a 
circle. The other buildings shown have all been demolished, with the exception of the 
stone building on the right. This is labelled on later surveys as the kitchen block and 
it apears to have been rebuilt in 1901.

Source: J Hosie, Challenge The Marists in Colonial Australia
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2 .4 Subsequent Major Phases of Development

2.4.1  Marist Fathers 1847-1874

The Marist Fathers were a Catholic religious order from France 
charged with missionary work in Oceania. The Sydney base was set 
up as a support for their missionaries. It ensured supplies, arranged 
transportation to and from the islands, maintained communication 
with its headquarters in France, and provided  accommodation as 
needed.

In 1845 the Marists set up their procure house in rented premises 
in Woolloomooloo. They purchased a block of land in Five Dock 
in 1846 with a view to establishing a permanent base there but  
reconsidered and purchased the Stubbs farm at Tarban Creek6. The 
property, renamed Villa Maria, was under the care of Father Jean-
Louis Rocher.

The establishment of the South Sea mission house by the Marist 
Fathers was the fi rst presence of French settlers in the Municipality 
of Hunters Hill.7 

The fi rst alteration made to the Stubbs farm was the construction 
of a four room house described in the Marist accounts of 1850 as 
‘Nouvelle Maison’, costing 95 pounds 10/6. This is thought to be the 
brick house to the south east of the main building, depicted on the 
far left in the 1854 sketch reproduced in Figure 2.2.8 It measured 
36 feet by 15 feet with two large rooms on the ground fl oor and two 
on an upper fl oor. The building was to serve as a warehouse until 
it was suitable for accommodation and was proposed to be rented 
out but was required to accommodate missionaries evacuated from 
Vanuatu in 1852.9

Figure 2.2 shows the extent of the site’s development by 1854, the 
buildings are described (from left to right) as follows10

The Mission House built for Father Rocher 1849-50; small 
cottage and cellar outbuilding 1840s; the timber house of 
(the) Stubbs family mentioned in the 1841 census; stone 
house of Stubbs c1845; the wooden chapel (demolished) 
of the Villa Maria missionaries; and stone outbuilding 
perhaps a kitchen. Two sheds, front right, are fenced from 
the orchard and vineyards.

6  J Hosie, Challenge The Marists in Colonial Australia, Allen & Unwin, North Sydney, 1987 
7  NSW Heritage Offi ce, State Heritage Inventory, database entry 5050831
8  R Maguire & D Drake, The Priory at Hunters Hill NSW, 1992
9  Stedinger Associates and McPhee Associates, Conservation Management Plan ‘The 
Priory’, May 2003, quoting others
10  R Maguire & D Drake, The Priory at Hunters Hill NSW, 1992
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The wooden chapel on the site was the resting place of the body 
of St Peter Chanel, Proto-martyr of Oceania, from 7 May 1849 till 
some time before February 1850 when it was taken to France. Fr 
Peter (Pierre) Chanel met his martyrdom on the island of Futuna, on 
28 April 1841; he was canonised in 1954. It was also the residence 
of Blessed Giovanni Mazzucconi on his arrival in the region in 
1852 and again immediately before his martyrdom, by New Guinea 
Islanders, in 1855.11 

As the Marist Fathers increased their missionary work and took on 
the responsibility of the church’s Ryde Parish they expanded the  
accommodation on their site. In 1857 Father Rocher contracted 
architect William Weaver, of  Weaver and Kemp, to construct a two 
storey extension to the Stubbs house. It was built at right angles to 
the stone cottage, and replaced the original timber cottage that had 
been oriented towards the creek. The new addition provided a total 
of ten rooms, fi ve on each side of a central cedar staircase.12  

William Weaver replaced Edmund Blacket as the Colonial Architect 
in 1854, and held the position for a period of eighteen months. The 
new building at Villa Maria was his fi rst work in private practice.13

Construction of the extension took approximately nine months. 
Sandstone for the building was quarried on site under the supervision 
of French stonemason Louis Lasbis, the List brothers carried out the 
carpentry work, Rook and Scanlon the plasterwork, and Bowmaker 
the slate roofi ng.14 To save money the Marist brothers provided 
some of the labour themselves.15 The stone for the Weaver wing 
was quarried from the site creating the courtyard area at the rear of 
the building.16

The Marist Fathers began acquiring land on the other side of Tarban 
Creek from 1853 and relocated in 1864, also transferring the name 
of the property. The undated map of Hunters Hill in Figure 2.3 
shows the land acquired by the Marist Fathers between 1847 and 
1874, and identifi es the original land grants. The building footprint 
on the subject site shows the Salter wing which was added after the 
property was sold. 

Having failed to sell their fi rst Villa Maria to the government, for the 
mental hospital, in 1862, the property was retained for some years, 
and was used as a convent for some of that time.17 The Marist 
brothers continued to farm the site.18

11  NSW Heritage Offi ce, State Heritage Inventory, database entry 5050831
12  J Hosie, Challenge The Marists in Colonial Australia
13  P Pike, Heritage Assessment of The Priory, March 2004
14  Stedinger Associates and McPhee Associates, Conservation Management Plan ‘The 
Priory’, quoting R Maguire & D Drake, The Priory at Hunters Hill NSW
15  Stedinger Associates and McPhee Associates, Conservation Management Plan ‘The 
Priory’, quoting J Somerville, Draft Conservation Plan for the Priory, prepared for the Depart-
ment of Public Work, April 1992
16  Stedinger Associates and McPhee Associates, Conservation Management Plan ‘The 
Priory’
17  J Hosie, Challenge The Marists in Colonial Australia
18  P Pike, Heritage Assessment of The Priory, March 2004
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Figure 2.3
Map showing the Marist Fathers land acquisitions in Hunters Hill between 1847 and 
1874, with the location of The Priory marked with a red circle

Source: Marist Fathers Archives, sourced February 2007

2.4.2  Thomas Salter 1874 - 1888

Thomas Salter purchased the property for two thousand pounds, in 
1874, and named it The Priory.19 

The increase in the rateable value of the property over the next few 
years indicates the extent of Salter’s improvements. Rated at 90 
pounds, before the purchase, it had increased to 115 pounds by 
1876. In 1878 the property was listed as being 18 acres containing 
a twelve room stone house, and rated at 115 pounds. By 1881 the 
rates had increased to 200 pounds the property noted as containing 
a fourteen room stone house and outhouses.20

19  J Hosie, Challenge The Marists in Colonial Australia
20  R Maguire & D Drake, The Priory at Hunters Hill NSW, 1992
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Salter’s improvements included the addition of the Gothic style two 
storey addition to the western end of the northern (Stubbs) wing,  
presenting to Salter Street, and most likely the entrance porch on 
the western facade of the Stubbs House. 

An 1885 plan of the property, reproduced in Figure 2.4, shows the 
site contained: a coach house at the southern end of the property, 
a well, a small poultry yards the southern end, tennis lawn, the Old 
Mission House (which appears to have had additions to the north 
and south), an outhouse, latrines, the main house with verandahs 
to the south, east and west, a bush house in the south west corner 
of the courtyard, sheds, kitchen building, stables, a coach house, 
large poultry yard and a cultivation paddock north of the house, and 
a  carriage way to Salter Street. It also shows the terracing of the 
site.

Figure 2.4
1885 Plan of Resurvey of Asylum Reserve, Gladesville. Parish of Hunters Hill,

Source: R Maguire & D Drake, The Priory at Hunters Hill NSW
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2.4.3  Incorporation into Gladesville Hospital

The Lunatic Asylum at Tarban Creek, later called Gladesville 
Hospital, was constructed in the 1830s, during the term of Governor 
Bourke. It was the fi rst purpose built asylum in the colony, and was 
designed by Colonial Architect, Mortimer Lewis, in the year of his 
appointment (1835).21

In 1887 Thomas Salter offered The Priory to the Government, rent 
free for one year with the option of purchase, for inclusion  into  the 
asylum. The Priory became the fi rst hospital building to be utilised 
on the Riverglade Campus, the area of the hospital on the northern 
side of Victoria Road.22 By 1890 there were 1020 patients in the 
Asylum, 38 of whom were accommodated in The Priory.23

For more than 60 years the surrounding land was farmed by patients 
for the production of fruit and vegetables for hospital use. Land 
reclaimed along the Tarban Creek shoreline extended the arable 
area.24

2.4.4  Changes to the Site Before 1950

A Metropolitan Sewerage & Drainage Board Map of 1928 
(reproduced in Figure 2.5) shows, in addition to the kitchen, shed, 
latrines, out house and Old Mission House identifi ed on the map 
of 1885, a new large stables building to the south at the rear of the 
house and the cow bails building alongside the kitchen. The Priory 
is labelled the Dairy on this map. 

The form of the western verandah differs from that shown on the 
1885 survey and it appears the single storey pavilion of the Weaver 
extension may have been extended to the west.

Little change occurred over the site in the early twentieth century. 
Land below the Mission House was used as a golf course in the 
1920s and 1930s, and the Mission House was used as the Ladies 
club house.25 

An air raid or bomb shelter was constructed c1942, near the 
vegetable gardens, and later used as a garden storage shed.26

The 1943 aerial photograph, reproduced in Figure 2.6, shows The 
Priory and the hospital buildings to its south.

21  B Sherry and D Baglin, Hunter’s Hill Australia’s Oldest Garden Suburb, 1988
22  NSW Heritage Offi ce, State Heritage Inventory, database entry 5050831
23  Stedinger Associates and McPhee Associates, Conservation Management Plan ‘The 
Priory’, quoting Godden Mackay Pty Ltd, Riverglade Environmental Planning Study, 1991
24     NSW Heritage Offi ce, State Heritage Inventory, database entry 5050831
25  P Pike, Heritage Assessment of The Priory, March 2004
26  Stedinger Associates and McPhee Associates, Conservation Management Plan ‘The 
Priory’, quoting Godden Mackay Pty Ltd, Riverglade Environmental Planning Study, 1991
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Figure 2.5
1928 Metropolitan Sewerage & Drainage Board Map showing The Priory and its 
outbuildings at this time

Source: Ryde Library Local Studies Collection

Figure 2.6
1943 aerial view of the site

Source: NSW Department of Lands, 2008
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2.4.5  Alterations in the 1950s
 
Changes to the site in the 1950s included27

alterations to The Priory building 
demolition of the Mission House in 1952
conversion of the cowshed into a store and cleaning room, following fi res in 1954 and 1958
removal of Salter’s stone garden store in 1955

Figures 2.7 (Above) and 2.8 (Below) showing views of the site in the 1950s. The 1920s style shingled bay window in the north elevation of 
the Stubbs building can be seen in Figure 2.8.

Source: P Pike, Heritage Assessment of The Priory, March 2004, originally sourced from the Marist Archives

27  Stedinger Associates and McPhee Associates, Conservation Management Plan ‘The Priory’,
citing Godden Mackay Pty Ltd, Riverglade Environmental Planning Study, 1991 and J Somerville, 
Draft Conservation Plan for the Priory, 1992

•
•
•
•
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Figure 2.9
1954 view of the south and west facades of The Priory 

Source: NSW State Library

Figure 2.10
1954 view of the rear of The Priory, showing the chimney and window detail 

Source: NSW State Library
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Figure 2.11
1954 view of the east facade of The Priory, shows the courtyard and terrace created when the stone was 
quarried to construct the Weaver addition

Source: NSW State Library

Figure 2.12
1954 view of Tarban Creek from The Priory gardens. The photograph in Figure 3.13 shows the current 
view is much the same

Source: NSW State Library
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2.4.6  Late Twentieth Century Modifi cations to the Site

The 1966 and 1967 plans reproduced in Figure 2.13 - 2.16  show 
some of the modifi cations made during the 1967 Public Works 
Department (PWD) maintenance program. The toilet facilities in the 
rear of the pavilion of the Weaver wing were removed to convert 
the space to a boiler room and a tank and stand erected to its 
south. These have since been removed. A brick extension, with a 
klip lock roof, was added to the south of the boiler room to provide 
new shower and toilet facilities. This necessitated excavation and 
rebuilding of the retaining wall to the west.

Two of the windows in the rear wall of the Weaver pavilion were fi lled 
in and the third was converted to a doorway to the new extension. 
Fire escape doors were inserted into window openings in the west 
wall of the Weaver wing and the south wall of the Salter wing, and 
metal stairs attached. These were later removed and the windows 
were reconstructed.

Figure 2.14
Extract from 1967 plan showing the fi re 
escape added to the Weaver wing

Source: NSW Department of Commerce 
Archives, MH3/441

Figure 2.13
Extract from 1967 plan for the toilet and 
shower block addition

Source: NSW Department of Commerce 
Archives, MH3/426
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A commercial kitchen was installed at the western end of the Salter 
wing. This required the removal of walls, fi replaces, fl oors and 
joinery. The kitchen fi tout was removed in a later upgrade of the 
site, and the servery between the kitchen and dining room fi lled in 
and the surface re-fi ninshed

Figure 2.15
Extract from 1967 plan showing the location of the walls 
and fi replaces removed to insert the commercial kitchen

Source: NSW Department of Commerce Archives, 
MH3/428

Figure 2.16
Extract from 1967 plan showing the kitchen fi tout in the 
western room of the Salter wing

Source: NSW Department of Commerce Archives, 
MH3/428
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The following additional information is reproduced from the 2003 
Conservation Management Plan The Priory, Gladesville (Stedinger 
Associates) which references its sources as Riverglade Environment 
Planning Study (Godden MackKay Pty Ltd, 1991) and The Priory. 
Draft Conservation Plan (Somerville, 1992)

A “Building Maintenance Program” in 1967 saw a number 
of modifi cations made to the Priory ..........

There was also various alterations to the front and rear 
verandahs, removal or blocking of chimneys and the repair 
and replacement of joinery. Internal fi nishes such as wall 
and ceiling plaster were also changed. A timber-framed 
tank stand was erected on the southern elevation (later 
removed) and there were excavations and rebuilding of 
retaining walls. 

The grounds were also altered during this period. Earlier, 
in 1889, the mud fl ats at Tarban Creek were fi lled to 
provide more agricultural land. This area was cultivated 
continuously until the 1950s. Then in 1957, approximately 
100 tons of soil from the vegetable garden was removed 
to build a Sports oval on the southern side of Victoria 
Road. The citrus orchard, possibly remaining from the 
Marist Brothers period, was buried by fi ll in the mid 1970s. 
Additional landfi lling activities occurred during the 1970s 
and 1980s. These extensive episodes of landfi ll have 
altered the landscape of The Priory and Tarban Creek.

More recently, The Priory had been a ward for patients who 
although rehabilitated, still required supervision. Nearby 
vegetable gardens still supplied the hospital and were 
tended by patients. 

In 1975 the Asylum area north of Victoria Road was renamed 
the Riverglade Hospital and given over to the care of the 
developmentally disabled. 

The Priory itself formally operated as patient accommodation 
until 1985, being known as Ward 2. The last few patients 
moved out by the end of 1995. it was then occupied by New 
South Wales Government’s Mental Health Review Tribunal 
offi ces and staff.

Further repair works and alterations ahead of the new 
occupation included removal of ceilings and cornices to the 
Stubbs and Salter wings, removal of the whole of the roof 
slating to the Stubbs wing (in 1985), the replacement of 
external doors with modern designs, replacement of earlier 
door hardware and the removal of the original fl agging to 
the northern (Stubbs wing) porch.
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1981 drawings for the site, reproduced in Figure 2.17 shows the 
following planned changes to The Priory that do not appear to have 
been made:

alteration of the 1967 toilet and shower block, including 
extension of the hipped roof over the fl at roof component

addition of a dormer window to the southern upper fl oor room 
of the Salter wing

addition of a balcony at the rear of the fi rst fl oor of the Weaver 
wing, with doors in the location of the existing windows and 
windows on either side

Inspection of the west facade of the Weaver wing confi rms there 
have been additional openings in this facade previously. It possible 
the Public Works Department had documentary evidence at this 
time relating to a former balcony and rear openings which it planned 
to reinstate.

 

Figure 2.17
Extract from 1981 drawing showing planned alterations to The Priory which were 
not made

Source: NSW Department of Commerce Archives, MH3/574

•

•

•
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2 .5 Summary of Major Phases of Development

Stubbs Wing
c1845

Salter Wing
c1875

Weaver Wing
1857

1967 PWD 
Addition
Undated 
extension

Figure 2.18
Diagram showing the phases of development at The Priory
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The diagram above shows the phases of development at The Priory 
coloured as follows:

Orange -  circa 1845 Stubbs stone house

Green - 1857  addition for the Marist Fathers designed by 
William Weaver

Blue - circa 1857 additions for Thomas Salter 

Yellow - extension to the single storey pavilion of the Weaver 
wing, dated only as between 1885 and 1928

Pink - 1967 Public Works Department (PWD) addition 

2.6  Subdivision of the Site 

The lot boundary of The Priory was reduced in 1994 when the 
hospital site was subdivided by the State Government.28  The 
Priory,  located on Lot 1 of Deposited Plan 823988 was retained for 
Government use and an area surrounding it to the north, east and 
south was sold into private ownership.

Figure 2.19
Aerial photograph showing the allotment containing The Priory outlined in red, and 
the land surrounding it that was sold into private ownership in 1994

Source: NSW Department of Lands, 2008

28  Report for Heritage Council of NSW Approvals Committee meeting 7 December 2005, 
Agenda Item 5.4

•

•

•

•

•
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The Priory continued to be used as offi ces by the Mental Health 
Review Tribunal until they vacated the site in January 2003. 

On 3 December 2003 The Priory was gazetted as an item of State 
heritage signifi cance and included on the State Heritage Register. 
The curtilage of The Priory included the privately owned allotments 
surrounding it and the adjoining Riverglade Reserve. 

A development application for land surrounding The Priory was 
revised in consultation with Hunter’s Hill Council and the NSW 
Heritage Offi ce, in 2006. Approval has now been given for the 
construction of town houses south west of The Priory, on Lot 201 
DP 878383. The land immediately north and east of The Priory has 
been dedicated for use as public open space. 

The Health Department subsequently transferred their ownership of 
the site to Department of Lands, and on 1 November 2007 Minister 
Tony Kelly MLC, the Minister for Lands, Minister for Rural Affairs 
and Minister for Regional Development added The Priory and its 
surrounds to the Riverglade Reserve. This reserve is managed, 
under the Crown Lands Act, by the Riverglade (R100263) Reserve 
Trust, administered by Hunter’s Hill Council.

It is envisaged that The Priory will become a focus for cultural 
activities in the local area. Hunter’s Hill Mayor, Councillor Susan 
Hoopman, has launched The Priory Preservation and Restoration 
Trust, a public fund established by Council to accept donations from 
the public towards the cost of conserving the site. 29

Figure 2.20
Cadastral map showing The Priory, Lot 1 DP 823988, and the surrounding land 
parcels

Source: NSW Department of Lands, 2008

29  Hunters Hill Council, Booklet titled The Priory Preservation and Restoration Trust, 2007
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3.0
3 .1 Introduction 

This section describes the current site and its context. It makes 
use of the historical evidence outlined in the previous section to 
understand the physical changes that have taken place. A detailed 
analysis of the condition and integrity of The Priory is included in the 
Conservation Works Schedule, Appendix 4 of this CMP. 

3 .2 Urban Context  

The Priory is situated at the north west edge of the Riverglade 
Reserve, at the head of Tarban Creek. The adjacent land in Salter 
Street and Manning Road has been developed for residential 
purposes. 

3 .3 Site Description

Air raid shelter

Former kitchen block
Chemical Store

Laundry foundations

Car park

Shed 
remains

Figure 3.1
Aerial view of The Priory showing the location of the buildings and car park
Source: NSW Department of Lands 2008
The Priory is separated from Salter Street by a cyclone wire 

Physical Evidence
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boundary fence, and is open to the Reserve to the north and east. It 
is accessed via a boom gate leading to the car park. The site contains 
the main building, set above the surrounding open grassland of the 
adjoining reserve with a concreted courtyard at the rear, a separate 
stone building, formerly used as the kitchen block, a chemical store 
set into a retaining wall, an air raid shelter, foundations of earlier 
buildings, pathways, steps, terraces and retaining walls. There are 
also remnant plantings thought to date from the hospital occupation 
of the site. 

3 .4 Views to and from the Site 

Early drawings and photographs show there were uninterrupted 
views to the north and east, from the terrace in front of The Priory.  
These views have been impacted by the growth of the trees on the 
site, and the view to the north, over the former farmland, is now 
obscured.

The outlook from the front terrace, towards Tarban Creek, has a 
semi-rural character and the sense of isolation associated with the 
early use of the site can still be interpreted despite the presence of 
the medium density residential development to the south.

3 .5 Description of the Main Building 

3.5.1  Exterior

The Priory was built from stone quarried on site, and constructed in 
three stages. The main building has a slate roof and the verandahs 
are clad in corrugated profi le metal sheeting. 

The Stubbs wing, constructed in the 1840s, faces north and consists 
of two rooms The decorative porch appears to have been added 
with the Salter wing. The bay window, west of the entrance, was 
inserted in an upgrade of the building.

The Weaver addition, a Palladian format Georgian style wing built 
for the Marist Fathers, replaced the original timber cottage on the 
site, and re-oriented the house to the east, facing Tarban Creek. 
The building has a main two storey central element and a single 
storey pavilion to the south, to match the form of the Stubbs wing. 
There are verandahs on the east and west facades, and a brick 
addition at the rear of the single storey pavilion.

The Salter wing is a one and two storey pictureseque Gothic 
addition to the west of the Stubbs house. The second storey rooms 
at the western end of the building are largely contained within the 
roofspace. It has verandahs on the south and west facades.
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Figure 3.2
Looking east across the car park to the former Kitchen Block

Figure 3.3
The vehicle entrance to the site, from Salter Street

Figure 3.4
Steps on the eastern side of the former Kitchen Block lead to an 
the west entrance (Salter wing)

Figure 3.5
Steps leading to the north entrance porch (Stubbs wing)

Figure 3.6
An early brick path at the front (east) of the site, with the wall of 
the air raid shelter visible in the background

Figure 3.7
An early stone path directly in front of the Weaver wing
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Figure 3.8
Cattle grids at the end of the drive way from Salter Street may 
have been relocated from elsewhere on the site

Figure 3.9
Remnant building footings, shed and hill hoist south of the main 
building

Figure 3.10
Close up of the brick shed remains, behind the hills hoist

Figure 3.11
Metal tank stand and redundant infrastructure south of the PWD 
wing

Figure 3.12
Walls at the south east edge of the site

Figure 3.13
View to Tarban Creek from The Priory gardens, south of the main 
building
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Figure 3.14
View to the north east from the vicinity of the former Kitchen Block

Figure 3.15
View of The Priory, and  the residential development in Manning 
Road, from the east

Figure 3.16
South elevation of The Priory

Figure 3.17
East elevation of the Weaver wing

Figure 3.18
View of the courtyard 

Figure 3.19
West elevation of the Salter wing, viewed from the car park
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Figure 3.20
North elevation of the Stubbs wing showing the porch thought to 
have been added with the Salter wing and the later bay window

Figure 3.21
Western end of the north elevation showing the Stubbs wing (left) 
and Salter wing (right)

Figure 3.22
North and west elevations of the PWD wing

Figure 3.23
Rubbish bin store added to the west elevation of the Salter wing. 
Note render fi nish added to lower portion of the stone wall

Figure 3.24
Concrete sill to french door in the east elevation, typical of others

Figure 3.25
View of the eave and window detailing in the north elevation
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3.5.2  Interior

The main building at The Priory consists of 17 rooms. For the 
purposes of identifi cation in this CMP room numbers have been 
assigned as shown in Figure 3.26, and the table below. 

Wing Rooms
Stubbs wing 8, 9
Weaver wing Stair (2), 10, 11, 12, 13, 15, 16, 17
Toilet and shower block 14
Salter wing Stair (1), 1, 2, 3, 4, 4a, 5, 6, 7

Ground Floor
Upper Floor

13

11 9

7

5

13

15

17

2

16

14

12 10

8

6

4

S2

S1

4a

N

S2

Figure 3.26
Plan showing the room numbers allocated for identifi cation in this CMP
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Figure 3.27 
Room 1, view of the west wall and the kitchen fi tout

Figure 3.28 
Room 1, window in north wall, typical of others

Figure 3.29 
Room 2, showing south and west walls and stairway

Figure 3.30 
Room 2, view of the west wall and the dormer window

Figure 3.31 
Room 2, view of the east wall and the door to Room 3

Figure 3.32 
Room 4, showing the entry door and window in the west wall , 
the enclosed stairway, and the location of the former dividing wall
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Figure 3.35 
Room 5, skirting board detail, showing extensive timber damage

Figure 3.33 and 3.34
Room 5, steel strong room door and the window in the south wall

Figure 3.37 
Room 4a, vent in north wall

Figure 3.36 
Room 4a, showing the unlined roof

Figure 3.38 and 3.39
Room 4a, looking to Room 6 (left) and looking east to the 
verandah (right)

Figure 3.40 
Room 7, looking east to Room 8, showing the suspended lighting
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Figure 3.41 
Room 7, reconstructed ceiling detail 

Figure 3.42 
Room 8, looking to Room 9 and the door to the rear verandah

Figure 3.43 
Room 8, preserved paint stencil

Figure 3.44 
Room 8 fi replace opening

Figure 3.45 
Room 8, showing the bay window and the redundant 
telecommunications equipment

Figure 3.46 
Room 8, showing the main entrance door and picture and chair 
rail detail 
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Figure 3.47 and 3.48
Room 9, showing the French doors in the north wall, which are 
typical of others, and the fi replace in the south wall

Figure 3.49 
Room 9, preserved paint stencil

Figure 3.51 
Preserved paint stencil opposite the stairs in the Weaver wing 
entrance hall

Figure 3.52 
Room 10, preserved paint stencil  

Figure 3.50 
Weaver wing stairs (Stair 2)

Figure 3.53 
Room 10, partition wall
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Figure 3.54 
Room 12, looking to toilet and shower block addition

Figure 3.57 
Room 13, showing the chimney location and the French 
doors to the front verandah

Figure 3.55 Showing electrical switch board adjacent to the door 
to Room 13 and Figure 3.56 showing typical shower cubical

Figure 3.59 (Left)
West window of Weaver wing stair well (Stair 2)
Figure 3.60 (Right) Room 16, looking south to the stair well

Figure 3.61 
Room 17, showing chimney breast and redundant 
telecommunications equipment

Figure 3.58 
Room 15, former AV room which 
is only accessible from the door in 
the south facade
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3 .6 The Outbuildings

The former kitchen block is located north west of the main building, 
adjacent to the car park. It is a rectangular stone building with a 
brick addition to the west which has a hipped roof clad in corrugated 
profi le metal sheeting. There is no internal access between the 
three rooms in this building which are entered separately by doors 
in the east and north facades. The western addition has a metal 
roller door in the north wall. 

A building is shown in this location on early surveys and pictures 
of the site. The lack of a fi replace suggests it is not the original 
Stubbs kitchen block, although it may have been rebuilt in the same 
location, reusing the original materials. A date of 1901 is noted 
above the door in the east wall.

Figure 3.62 
North and east elevation of the former Kitchen Block

Figure 3.63 (Left) shows the south elevation of the former Kitchen 
Block and the nearby drains that are in need of repair

Figure 3.64 (Right) Door in the east elevation of the former kitchen 
block which has a date of May 6th 1901 noted above it

Figure 3.65 (Left) shows the north elevation of the former Kitchen Block

Figure 3.66 (Right) Door in the north elevation of the former kitchen block

Figure 3.67 
Centre room of the former kitchen block, showing the 
western wall
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Figure 3.72 
Window in the southern wall

Figure 3.70 and 3.71 
Windows in the north wall of the former kitchen block

Figure 3.73
A small shed, cut into the retaining wall, west of the kitchen block, 
has been used as a chemical store

Figure 3.74
North and west elevation of the chemical store shed

Figure 3.68 
Centre room of the former kitchen block, showing the window 
in the north wall and the partition wall

Figure 3.69 
The walls of the western addition to the former kitchen block 
have been lined with tiles 
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Figure 3.75
View of the air raid shelter, looking south. This is a brick structure, 
set into the ground, currently accessed by way of steel grille doors 
at each end 

Figure 3.76
Air raid shelter, looking north

An air raid shelter has been constructed south east of the main 
building. This structure consists of a large circular concrete pipe 
set in brick located below ground level which can be accessed from 
both ends.   

Figure 3.77
Inside the north end of the air raid shelter

Figure 3.78
Inside the air raid shelter, looking south
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4.0
4 .1 Introduction 

Heritage, or “cultural” value is a term used to describe an item’s 
value or importance to our current society and is defi ned as follows in 
The Australia ICOMOS Burra Charter, 1999, published by Australia 
ICOMOS (Article 1.0):

Cultural signifi cance means aesthetic, historic, scientifi c or social 
or spiritual value for past, present or future generations.1 

This section establishes the criteria which are used to understand 
signifi cance and identifi es the reasons for the cultural value of the 
site and its components. 

Signifi cance may be contained within, and demonstrated by, the 
fabric of an item; its setting and relationship with other items; 
historical records that allow us to understand it in terms of its 
contemporary context, and in the response  that the item stimulates 
in those who value it.2 The assessment of signifi cance is not static. 
Signifi cance may increase as more is learnt about the past and as 
items become rare, endangered or illustrate aspects that achieve a 
new recognition of importance. 

Determining the cultural value is at the basis of all planning for 
places of historic value. A clear determination of signifi cance  permits 
informed decisions for future planning that will ensure that the 
expressions of signifi cance are retained and conserved, enhanced 
or at least minimally impacted upon. A clear understanding of the 
nature and degree of signifi cance will determine the parameters for, 
and fl exibility of, any future development.

A historical analysis and understanding of the physical evidence 
provides the context for assessing the signifi cance. These are 
presented in the preceding sections. An assessment of signifi cance 
is made by applying standard evaluation criteria to the facts of the  
item’s development and associations.

4 .2 Comparative Analysis

The Heritage Assessment The Priory (Pike, 2004), submitted to 
the NSW Heritage Council during the State listing process made 
the following comparison of The Priory with properties constructed 
along the Parramatta River, in the fi rst sixty years of European 
settlement, that still contain an original house and outbuildings.

1  The Burra Charter: The Australia ICOMOS Charter for Places of 
Cultural       Signifi cance, (1999), p.2.
2  ie “social”, or community, value

Assessment of Cultural Signifi cance
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Elizabeth Farm, 1793. 
This early colonial farmhouse, with accretions and kitchen and 
servants barracks’, remains in little more than an acre of land, but 
with a public car park providing additional space on three sides. 
Very early trees and other plantings remain, and other gardens and 
garden elements have been reconstructed from the documentary 
evidence. The stables, cow bails and other buildings together with 
the large vegetable garden are buried under early 20th century 
suburban development and later redevelopment, and Clay Cliff 
Creek on which the property depended, is reduced to a storm water 
drain and the river hidden by development. 

Experiment Farm Cottage, probably 1836 (the year of Stubbs’ 
purchase at Tarban Creek) remains sited above the canalized 
Clay Cliff Creek, surrounded by a 1920s subdivision and suburban 
development. Public moneys over the last twenty years have 
purchased and demolished some of those 1920s houses to 
establish space around the cottage and re create an appropriate 
setting. Apart from the kitchen, evidence of outbuildings and stables 
is now lost.

At Ryde a few early farm houses remain: eg

Blaxland’s ‘Brush Farm’ 1817, with later accretions, stands in an 
open area which includes a public park. Outbuildings and garden 
setting are gone, and the building itself at risk of decay.

‘Addington’, 1820s/30s with later wings, is sited in a garden space 
and retains a later stone cottage built for a former family member. 
Other farm outbuildings have all been lost, but neither of these have 
the space of their original setting, or any evidence of how the land 
was used - the position of the stables etc

‘Willandra’, 1841, once stood within the many acres of its orange 
orchard, but today stands without any curtilage at all. Outbuildings 
have all been lost. 

At Blaxland’s ‘Newington’, 1820, on the other side of the Parramatta 
River, outbuildings and connections between house and a working 
property have been lost with its absorption into the Silverwater 
Prison.

Evidence of the early farms along the southern side of the 
Parramatta River has disappeared under suburban development 
- Five Dock Farm, subdivided in 1837 for later gentleman’s estates, 
and the Ramsay property at Haberfi eld, for example, are all now 
under suburban development.

All the early farms in the Lane Cove and Leichhardt areas were 
subdivided for suburban development before the 1930s, though 
some of the houses remain - eg Lyndhurst, Glebe, but none with 
their garden curtilage, or evidence of the farms which supported 
them.

Figure 4.1
Elizabeth Farm Cottage

Source: NSW State Heritage Register

Figure 4.2
Brush Farm

Source: City of Ryde website

Figure 4.3
Addingnton

Source: City of Ryde website

Figure 4.4
Willandra

Source: City of Ryde website
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Within the Harbour itself, a number of marine villas of the 1830s and 
1840s survive - Elizabeth Bay House, 1836: Lyndsay, Carthona, 
1841, but these are gentleman’s villas more than working farms.

Most like The Priory is Vaucluse House - a more isolated self 
suffi cient estate, with crops, fruit and ornamental trees, farm and 
dairy, plus offi ces, stables, coachhouse, cow bails and extensive 
vegetable garden, now being reconstructed by the Historic Houses 
Trust. Like The Priory, Vaucluse House started as a small cottage, 
though probably with more stylistic pretensions than Stubbs’ cottage. 
Like The Priory, Vaucluse House was extended and built anew to 
suit changed circumstances. However, whereas The Priory harked 
back to classical Georgian style for its 1857 extensions, Wentworth’s 
extensions to Vaucluse house in 1839s and 1847 looked to the new 
fashion of picturesque Gothick.

The Priory is similar to Vaucluse House in its placement within the 
landscape. both are sited beside a stream at the end of a narrow 
arm of the harbour (or river). Both are glimpsed within  a ‘clearing 
in the bush’  surrounded by vegetation and uninterrupted by other 
buildings: remarkably, like no other places within the built up areas 
of Sydney, they both retain and are able to interpret that sense of 
isolation which so dominated Colonial settlement.

Rare in NSW are the large cut and bedded stone 
retaining walls which have been enduring elements in The 
Priory landscape since the 1840s though raised and extended most 
likely during the late 1850s and again in the 1880s. When Stubbs 
took up his acres at Tarban Creek in 1836, Alexander Macleay in 
much grander fashion, had already cut the platform at Elizabeth Bay 
for his house, and the stone walls along the base of the platform 
had already been built. At Elizabeth Bay and even more so at The 
Priory, the stone terrace walls consciously bring a grassed ‘parterre’ 
up to the level of the fl oor of the house. At Bronte House, Merilba or 
at Vaucluse, the land itself falls away from the house to the garden 
beyond.

Because of its later inclusion into the Gladesville Asylum, The 
Priory also has acquired Late Victorian plantings and garden 
elements similar to those established in the Gladesville, Rozelle and 
Cumberland (Parramatta) Hospital grounds at the time - institutional 
‘pleasure gardens’ built to provide a restorative environment for 
their patients.

Figure 4.5
Vaucluse House

Source: NSW State Heritage Register

Figure 4.6
Vaucluse House stables

Source: NSW State Heritage Register
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4 .3 Analysis of Cultural Signifi cance 

The following commentary, reproduced from the NSW State 
Heritage Register, discusses how each of the criterion established 
by the NSW Heritage Branch of the Department of Planning relate 
to the subject site.

Criterion (a) – An item is important in the course, or pattern, 
of NSW’s cultural or natural history (or the cultural or natural 
history of the local area) 

Guidelines for Inclusion: When the item shows evidence of a 
signifi cant human activity or is associated with a signifi cant activity 
of historical phase. When it maintains or shows the continuity of a 
historical process or activity.

Guidelines for Exclusion: When the item has incidental or 
unsubstantiated connections with historically important activities 
or processes. When it provides evidence of activities or processes 
that are of dubious historical importance or has been so altered that 
it can no longer provide evidence of a particular association

The Priory and its curtilage were formerly part of two early land 
grants purchased by Thomas Stubbs from the Crown in the 1830s. It 
retains the major part of the original residence of Thomas Stubbs. 

The Priory was the fi rst permanent home of the Marist Fathers in 
Australia, providing a base to their operations in the South Pacifi c 
and their fi rst, purpose-built Procure house. The Marist Fathers 
have retained a nearby base in Hunters Hill to the present day. 

For well over 100 years the Priory has been integral to the history 
of the original Gladesville Asylum, later Gladesville Psychiatric 
Hospital – itself a signifi cant site in the history and development of 
mental health care in New South Wales. 

The site provides rare evidence of its continued agricultural use, 
unusual in an area that is otherwise built up. The land was farmed 
fi rst by Thomas Stubbs from the 1830s, and then by the Marist 
Order who extended vineyards and food production for their own 
consumption. For more than 60 years the area was farmed by 
patients for the production of fruit and vegetables for hospital use. 
The immediate grounds of the Priory contain an air raid shelter, a 
rare survivor of this underground facility from World War 2.

Criterion (b) - An item has strong or special association with the 
life or works of a person, or group of persons, of importance 
in NSW’s cultural or natural history (or the cultural or natural 
history of the local area)

Guidelines for Inclusion: When an item shows evidence of a 
signifi cant human occupation or is associated with a signifi cant 
event, person or group of persons.
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Guidelines for Exclusion: When an item has incidental or 
unsubstantiated connections with historically important people or 
events. When it provides evidence of people or events that are of 
dubious historical importance or has been so altered that it can no 
longer providence evidence of a particular association

The Priory has strong historical association with, and provides 
evidence of, the early settlement of Hunters Hill, refl ected most 
directly in its location on one of the early land grants of the Municipality. 
The Priory has an association with the arrival of the Marist Fathers 
in Australia. During its period as ‘Villa Maria’, a wooden chapel 
on the site was the original resting place of the body of St Peter 
Chanel, Proto-martyr of Oceania, following his martyrdom on the 
island of Futuna, in 1841. It was also the residence of Blessed 
Giovanni Mazzucconi on his arrival in the region in 1852 and again 
immediately before his martyrdom, by New Guinea Islanders, in 
1855. These associations make the Priory a place of exceptional 
importance both for Australian Catholics and for Australians of 
Italian background. The Marist Fathers subsequently had an 
important infl uence on the development of Hunters Hill and religion 
in the colony and in the Pacifi c. 

The Priory has a strong association with the history of Gladesville 
Hospital and hence psychiatric care in New South Wales.
 
Criterion (c) - An item is important in demonstrating aesthetic 
characteristics and/or a high degree of creative or technical 
achievement in NSW (or the local area)

Guidelines for Inclusion: When an item shows or is associated with, 
creative or technical innovation or achievement. When it is the 
inspiration for a creative or technical innovation or achievement, 
is aesthetically distinctive, has landmark qualities or exemplifi es a 
particular taste, style or technology.

Guidelines for Exclusion: When an item is not a major work by an 
important designer or artist, has lost its design or technical integrity. 
When an item’s positive visual or sensory appeal or landmark and 
scenic qualities have been more than temporarily degraded or has 
only a loose association with a creative or technical achievement

The aesthetic attraction of the Priory and its surrounding landscape 
is the combined product of topography, architectural variety, natural 
and exotic vegetation, open space and intimacy of the nearby water 
space and surrounding ridges. 

Vistas from within the area provide satisfying views of diverse 
characteristics – including natural bushland, landmark buildings, 
nineteenth century plantings and the Tarban Creek estuary and 
bridge. 

Vistas to the Priory from Hunters Hill provide rare, picturesque views 
of the building and its surrounding landscape within a suburban 
context. 
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The Priory is a fi ne example of the colonial regency architectural 
style built in locally quarried sandstone. The main Priory building is 
an early and relatively intact example of the work of the important 
early Victorian architect, William Weaver. 

In addition to its integrity and quality in the Palladian style, the Priory 
is notable as a hybrid structure, successfully incorporating both the 
early farm cottage of Thomas Stubbs and the later picturesque 
structure added by Thomas Salter.

Criterion (d) - An item has strong or special association with 
a particular community or cultural group in NSW (or the local 
area) for social, cultural or spiritual reasons

Guidelines for Inclusion: When an item is important for its association 
with an identifi able group or is important to a community’s sense of 
place.

Guidelines for Exclusion: When an item is only important to the 
community for amenity reasons or is retained only in preference to 
a proposed alternative.

The Priory and its surrounding landscape provide physical evidence 
of the establishment of the Marist Order in Australia. It has strong 
association with that order, as it was the headquarters for their 
Australian and Pacifi c operations. 

The Priory and its surrounding landscape provide important evidence 
of its association with the Gladesville Hospital, in particular, and 
mental health care, in general. The cessation of farming the area 
by patients marks an important change in attitudes to psychiatric 
hospital care in NSW. The Priory has contemporary signifi cance for 
the Gladesville/Hunters Hill communities, who rallied in opposition 
to an earlier development proposal.
 
Criterion (e) - An item has potential to yield information that 
will contribute to an understanding of NSW’s cultural or natural 
history (or the cultural or natural history of the local area)

Guidelines for Inclusion: When an item has the potential to yield new 
or further substantial scientifi c and/or archaeological information. 
When it is an important benchmark or reference site or type or 
provides evidence of past human cultures that is unavailable 
elsewhere.

Guidelines for Exclusion: When the knowledge gained would be 
irrelevant on science, human history or culture. When the item has 
little archaeological or research potential or only contains information 
that is readily available from other resources or archaeological 
sites. Where the knowledge gained would be irrelevant to research 
on science, human
history or culture.
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The immediate surrounding landscape contains a number of former 
outbuildings, structures and remnants with the potential to yield 
further information about how the site was used by each of its past 
occupants. These structures include former kitchen, stone terraces 
that defi ne the garden layout, air raid shelter and footings to the 
“latrine” or garden building. The immediate surrounding landscape 
contains a number of archaeological sites (including cow bail site, 
stables, turning circle and road layout) all able to yield further 
information about the use of site past occupants. Evidence of 
original plantings exist in signifi cant clumps of trees to the east, 
north and west of the Priory. These provide important information 
about the evolution/ and layout of the formal garden and surrounding 
landscape over time. Former outbuildings, archaeological sites and 
original plantings have value in interpreting the use of the Priory 
and the potential to yield information of wider relevance to history 
of NSW.

Criterion (f) - An item possesses uncommon, rare or endangered 
aspects of NSW’s cultural or natural history (or the cultural or 
natural history of the local area)

Guidelines for Inclusion: Where an item provides evidence of a 
defunct custom, way of life or process or demonstrates a process, 
custom or other human activity that is in danger of being lost. Where 
it shows unusually accurate evidence of a signifi cant human activity 
or is the only example of its type. When an item demonstrates 
designs or techniques of exceptional interest or shows rare evidence 
of a signifi cant human activity important to a community.

Guidelines for Exclusion: When an item is not rare or is numerous 
and not under threat.

As a site, building and landscape with so many layers of history 
still intact or able to be interpreted, the Priory is unique in its 
exemplifi cation of the history of New South Wales and the settlement 
of Australia

Criterion (g) - An item is important in demonstrating the 
principal characteristics of a class of NSW’s cultural or natural 
places; or cultural or natural environments (or a class of the 
local area’s cultural or natural places; or cultural or natural 
environments)

Guidelines for Inclusion: When an item is a fi ne example of its type 
or has the principal characteristics of an important class or group 
of items. When an item has attributes typical of a particular way 
of life, philosophy, custom, signifi cant process, design, technique 
or activity or is a signifi cant variation to a class of items. Where it 
is outstanding because of its setting, condition or size or may be 
part of a group, which collectively illustrates a representative type. 
When an item is outstanding because of its integrity of the esteem 
in which it is held.

Guidelines for Exclusion: When an item is a poor example of its 
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type or does not include or has lost the range of characteristics of 
a type. An item that does not represent well the characteristics that 
constitutes a type or variation from it.

Not applicable

Integrity/Intactness: As a fi ne example of the colonial regency style 
still remaining in a legible picturesque landscape, the Priory has an 
integrity that is unique. 

Its setting is highly vulnerable, as evidenced in the housing 
developments at (now named) Botanic Cove to the South. 

4 .4 Statement of Signifi cance 

The Priory is a complex cultural landscape formed by the aesthetic 
and historic relationship of its harbourside location, the topography 
of the site, natural and introduced vegetation, open space and a 
variety of buildings and structures. 

The Priory has historic associations with early settlement, the 
advent of the Marist order in Australia and with mental health care 
for more than a century. 

The main Priory building is a major landscape element, being a fi ne 
example of the colonial regency style of architecture, designed by 
William Weaver. In addition to Weaver’s building, the site contains 
outbuildings, remnant structures and archaeological features that 
are heritage items in their own right. 

The Priory site includes areas of natural vegetation and historic 
plantings, as well as evidence of the use of the building for farming 
purposes. The signifi cance, meaning and interpretation of the 
building, outbuildings archaeological sites and landscape are 
integral to one another. 

1847-1874 Colonial Regency building and site. First permanent 
home of the Marist Fathers in Australia, their base for the South 
Pacifi c, and their fi rst, purpose-built Procure house. Integral to the 
history of the original Gladesville Asylum (later renamed) for over 
100 years, and hence the history of psychiatric care in NSW. 

4 .5 Grading of Signifi cance

The Priory, Gladesville has been carefully assessed to determine 
a relative grading of signifi cance into fi ve levels. This process 
examines a number of factors, including:

 Relative age
 Original design quality
 Degree of intactness and general condition
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 Extent of subsequent alterations
 Association with important people or events
 Ability to demonstrate a rare quality, craft or construction  
 process

Grading refl ects the contribution the element makes to overall 
signifi cance of the item (or the degree to which the signifi cance of 
the item would be diminished if the component were removed or 
altered).  

EXCEPTIONAL  SIGNIFICANCE
Includes rare or outstanding building fabric that displays a high 
degree of intactness or can be interpreted relatively easily.

HIGH SIGNIFICANCE
Includes the original extant fabric and spaces of particular historic 
and aesthetic value.  Includes extant fabric from the early phases 
of construction.

MODERATE SIGNIFICANCE
Includes building fabric and relationships which were originally 
of higher signifi cance, but have been compromised by later, less 
signifi cant modifi cations.

LITTLE SIGNIFICANCE
Includes most of the fabric associated with recent alterations and 
additions made to accommodate changing functional requirements.  
These are components generally of neutral impact on the site’s 
signifi cance.

INTRUSIVE
Recent fabric, which adversely affects the signifi cance of the site.

Grading has been established as a valuable tool, to assist in 
developing appropriate conservation measures for the treatment of 
the building and its various elements.  In general, good conservation 
practice encourages the focussing on change, or upgrading of, an 
historical building/site to those areas or components, which make 
a lesser contribution to signifi cance.  The areas or components 
that make a greater or defi ning contribution to signifi cance should 
generally be left intact or changed with the greatest care and 
respect.

The following table contains a summary of the graded elements 
of The Priory site. This is documented in further detail in the 
Conservation Works Schedule in Appendix 4 of this CMP.
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SITE ELEMENTS GRADING OF 
SIGNIFICANCE 

There are no elements of name considered to be of Exceptional signifi cance EXCEPTIONAL 

Architectural composition and remnant original fabric of the three nineteenth century 
wings (Stubbs, Weaver and Salter) and the former Kitchen Block
Slate roof cladding
Decorative timber barge boards
Decorative timber eave brackets on the Weaver wing
Sandstone walls
Timber shutters
Window pelmets
Chimney breast and stacks
Verandahs to the east of the Weaver wing and west of the Salter wing
Original and reconstructed interior joinery including windows, doors, staircases, 
skirting, architraves etc
Lathe and plaster walls and ceilings in the upper fl oor of the Salter wing
Original painted stencil fi nishes to walls
Stone chemical store
External stone landscaping features including steps, retaining walls, walls and paths 
Remnant stone building foundations
Air raid shelter
Steel cattle grid

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

HIGH

Verandahs to the west of the Weaver wing and south of the Slater wing
Reconstructed ceilings and cornices
Reconstructed wall fi nishes
Metal strong room door
Painted metal air vents
Metal water tank stand and associated infrastructure
Shed remains, west of the air raid shelter

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

MODERATE

Profi led metal roof cladding to verandah, entrance porch and Kitchen 
Building
Roof ridge and hip capping, valleys, fl ashing, downpipes, rainwater heads and 
guttering
Concrete door sills to french doors
Solid core doors with applied moulding
Concrete and composite board fl oors
Kitchen fi touts
Remnant Laundry slab
Concrete fl oors of the west and south verandahs

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

LITTLE

Brick addition to the Weaver Wing (PWD Wing) 
Airconditioning and telecomunnications systems
Surface mounted fl uorescent lighting and suspended lighting system
Exterior lighting
Stainless steel balustrade to external stairs
Partition walls in rooms 10 and 11/12. 
Metal rails between the stone fence posts
Former rubbish bin store outside Room 4
Redundant water and drainage infrastructure
Fire hydrants

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

INTRUSIVE
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4 .6 Sensitivity Analysis

The plan in Figure 4.7 shows the less sensitive areas of the site 
marked in red. These areas have been subject to change in the 
past and are capable of accommodating further change without 
impacting on the overall signifi cance of the site. They would be 
suitable locations for new toilet and kitchen facilities if required. 

Should any additional fl oor space be required for the building it 
should be located in a single storey structure replacing the PWD 
wing. 

Figure 4.7
Plan of The Priory showing the areas of the building capable of accepting change 
without impacting adversely on the signifi cance of the site
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4 .7 Curtilage Analysis 

The NSW Heritage Offi ce publication Heritage Curtilages3 defi nes 
“heritage curtillage” as the area of land surrounding an item or 
area of heritage signifi cance which is essential for retaining and 
interpreting its heritage signifi cance. Heritage curtilage can be 
classifi ed as one of four types:

Lot Boundary Heritage Curtilage
Reduced Heritage Curtilage
Expanded Heritage Curtilage
Composite Heritage Curtilage

When The Priory was added to the State Heritage Register its 
curtilage was established to include the following:

Lot 1 of DP 823988, containing the main building, outbuildings, 
remnant structures, the air raid shelter and identifi ed 
archaeological remains

Lot 201 of DP 878383, containing most of the southern portion 
of Stubbs’ original 1836 purchase

Lots 2 and 3 of DP 823988, Lot 17 of DP 270179, the portion of 
Lot 1 DP 270179 bounded on three sides by Lot 17 (all Crown 
Reserve) comprising the Riverglade Reserve east to the Tarban 
Creek Bridge

The unincorporated area of Tarban Creek itself, from the foot of 
Mary Street, east to the Tarban Creek Bridge and north to the 
High Water Mark.

The report presented to the Heritage Council of NSW State Heritage 
Register Committee notes the following reasons for the establishing  
this curtilage:4

The proposed listing will conserve Aboriginal occupational sites 
along the Tarban Creek estuary within its boundary.

The Heritage Offi ce agrees that the listing boundary  should 
include the 5a) Special Uses zone surrounding The Priory 
heritage conservation zone, permitting the Heritage Council to 
play an appropriate role in the determination of any proposed 
works or development in the immediate vicinity of the building, 
its outbuildings, structures, their remnants and archaeological 
remains.

The Heritage Offi ce agrees that the bush area of the Crown 
Reserve north of Tarban Creek should be included within the 
listing boundary as legibly remnant bushland from the original 
1835 land grant.

3 Warwick Mayne-Wilson, Heritage Curtilages, NSW Heritage Offi ce and the Department of 
Urban Affairs and Planning, NSW, 1996
4  Heritage Council of NSW State Heritage Register Committee report of 3 November 2004, 
Agenda item 8.1

•
•
•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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The Heritage Offi ce agrees that the views to and from the 
Rivergalde Reserve and Tarban Creek are integral to the 
signifi cance of The Priory and to an understanding of its 
character as a marine villa and that they should be included 
within the listing boundary.

Figure 4.8
Map showing the curtilage of The Priory cross hatched and shaded green, with the 
approximate location of the main building indicated with a red circle 

Source: NSW State Heritage Inventory, database entry 5003310

4 .8 Archaeological Potential 

The State Heritage Inventory notes the following in regard to the 
archaeological potential of The Priory:

The immediate surrounding landscape contains a number 
of former outbuildings, structures and remnants with the 
potential to yield further information about how the site 
was used by each of its past occupants. These structures 
include former kitchen, stone terraces that defi ne the garden 
layout, air raid shelter and footings to the “latrine” or garden 
building. The immediate surrounding landscape contains 
a number of archaeological sites (including cow bail site, 
stables, turning circle and road layout) all able to yield 

•
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further information about the use of site past occupants. 
Evidence of original plantings exist in signifi cant clumps 
of trees to the east, north and west of the Priory. These 
provide important information about the evolution/ and 
layout of the formal garden and surrounding landscape over 
time. Former outbuildings, archaeological sites and original 
plantings have value in interpreting the use of the Priory 
and the potential to yield information of wider relevance to 
history of NSW.

Additional information on the site’s archaeology can be found in 
The Priory An Archaeological Assessment as part of a Conservation 
Management Plan, Stedinger Associates, June 2003. A summary of 
which is included as Appendix 1 of this CMP.
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5.0Constraints and Opportunities

5 .1 Introduction 

This section outlines various major issues involved in the preparation 
of the conservation guidelines for the site.  It takes into consideration 
matters arising from the statement of signifi cance and procedural 
constraints imposed by cultural conservation methodology such as 
that of the Australia ICOMOS Burra Charter.  It identifi es all statutory 
and non-statutory listings that apply for the site and describes 
constraints and opportunities arising from these listings.

5 .2 Issues Arising From the Statement of        
 Signifi cance 

Considering the Statement of Signifi cance, the following issues 
need to be addressed in the conservation guidelines:

Retention of the setting of The Priory

Retention of views to and from the Riverglade Reserve and 
Tarban Creek 

Conservation of the signifi cant fabric and spaces of The Priory 
and its outbuildings 

Interpretation of the phases of development and historical use 
of the site

Identifi cation of potential future uses for The Priory that are 
compatible with its signifi cance

The Statement of Signifi cance should be accepted as one of the 
bases for the future use and management of the site.

All original and signifi cant components of the site, as identifi ed 
in Section 4.5 Grading of Signifi cance, should be retained and 
conserved in accordance with the principles of The Burra Charter.

5 .3 Heritage Management Framework 
5.3.1  Current Heritage Listings

The following table indicates the statutory and non-statutory lists  that 
have been reviewed in relation to the subject site. The implications 
of these listing, if any, is discussed below. 

•

•

•

•

•
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LIST INCLUDED 
World Heritage List NO
Commonwealth Heritage List NO 
National Heritage List NO
Register of the National Estate YES

NSW State Heritage Register YES

Department of Lands Section 170 Register NO 

Hunters Hill Local Environmental Plan No. 1 YES 
National Trust YES

5.3.2  NSW Heritage Act 1977

State Heritage Register

The Heritage Act 1977 (Amended) is an Act to conserve the 
environmental heritage of New South Wales.  The Act established 
the Heritage Council of NSW, and recently the State Heritage 
Register.  Section 4 of the Act defi nes State heritage signifi cance 
as being:

…relation to a place, building, work, relic, moveable object or 
precinct, means signifi cance to the State in relation to the historical, 
scientifi c, cultural, social, archaeological, natural or aesthetic value 
of the item.

The Priory is listed on the NSW State Heritage Register. The 
Register contains the following Statement of Signifi cance for the 
place.

The Priory is a complex cultural landscape formed by the aesthetic 
and historic relationship of its harbourside location, the topography 
of the site, natural and introduced vegetation, open space and 
a variety of buildings and structures. The Priory has historic 
associations with early settlement, the advent of the Marist order 
in Australia and with mental health care for more than a century. 
The main Priory building is a major landscape element, being a fi ne 
example of the colonial regency style of architecture, designed by 
William Weaver. In addition to Weaver’s building, the site contains 
outbuildings, remnant structures and archaeological features that 
are heritage items in their own right. The Priory site includes areas of 
natural vegetation and historic plantings, as well as evidence of the 
use of the building for farming purposes. The signifi cance, meaning 
and interpretation of the building, outbuildings archaeological sites 
and landscape are integral to one another. 1847-1874 Colonial 
Regency building and site. First permanent home of the Marist 
Fathers in Australia, their base for the South Pacifi c, and their fi rst, 
purpose-built Procure house. Integral to the history of the original 
Gladesville Asylum (later renamed) for over 100 years, and hence 
the history of psychiatric care in NSW. 
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Section 60 of the Heritage Act requires approval be gained from the 
Heritage Council when making changes to a heritage place listed 
on the State Heritage Register.

Section 118 of the Heritage Act sets out minimum requirements for 
maintenance and repair of items listed in the State Heritage Register. 
These requirements are detailed in the Heritage Regulation 2005. 
In summary, the listed item must be protected from damage or 
deterioration due to weather, measures must be in place to prevent 
damage from fi re and vandalism, and essential maintenance and 
repair must be carried out to prevent serious or irreparable damage 
or deterioration. 

Archaeological Management

Under the Heritage Act 1977 the disturbance or excavation of land 
containing or likely to contain relics can only take place when an 
Excavation Permit has been granted by the Heritage Council.  A 
“relic” is defi ned by the Act as :

Any deposit or material evidence, more than 50 years old relating 
to European settlement of an area or to a period of European 
settlement.

All “relics” are protected under the Heritage Act, regardless of 
whether or not the place is listed as a heritage item on a local, State 
or national level.  For places listed on the State Heritage Register, 
an Excavation permit is obtained under Section 60 of the Heritage 
Act.  For all other places, the disturbance of relics requires an 
Excavation Permit under Section 140 of the Heritage Act.

5.3.3  Local Government Heritage Management

The Priory is listed as a heritage item in Schedule 6 of the Hunter’s 
Hill Local Environmental Plan No 1.

Approval from Hunter’s Hill Council is required for any alterations or 
additions to the site which must be assessed under Part 4, 79(c) of 
the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979.

The relevant operative statutory regulations of the Hunter’s Hill 
Local Environmental Plan No 1 are clauses 19, 19D and 33, set out 
in Part 3 Special provisions.
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5 .4 Community Agencies
5.4.1  National Trust of Australia (NSW)

The property has been classifi ed by the National Trust of Australia 
(NSW). 

The Trust’s register is intended to perform an advisory and 
educational role. The listing of a place in the Register, known as 
‘classifi cation’ has no legal force. However it is widely recognised as 
an authoritative statement of the cultural signifi cance of a place.

The opinions of the Trust however, are usually sought when major 
proposals are being formulated in heritage precincts or in relation 
to heritage buildings. 

5.4.2 Australian ICOMOS

Australian ICOMOS a professional body of conservation 
practitioners, represented by the Australian National Committee of 
the International Council on Monuments and Sites (ICOMOS). 

Australian ICOMOS has developed and published a Charter for the 
Conservation of Places of Cultural Signifi cance, generally known 
as the Burra Charter. This document establishes principles and 
methodologies for conservation work in Australia, based primarily 
on an understanding of the heritage values of a place and then 
appropriate responses to looking after the place in relation to various 
management issues and requirements. Its status is advisory, not 
statutory, but it has become widely recognised as establishing the 
basic methodology for conservation work in Australia. 

5 .5 Other Relevant Statutory Requirements
5 .5.1 Disability Discrimination Act 1992

The Commonwealth Disability Discrimination Act 1992 relates to 
discrimination on the grounds of disability. 

Under Section 23 of this Act it is unlawful to discriminate by refusing 
persons with a disability access to any premises or facilities the 
public are entitled to use. However it is not unlawful under Clause 2 
of this section to fail to provide access if 

(a)  the premises are so designed or constructed as to be inaccessible 
to a person with a disability; and 

(b)  any alteration to the premises to provide such access would 
impose unjustifi able hardship on the person who would have to 
provide that access. 

The provision of access must be taken into account when considering 
future use of the building.
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5 .5.2 NSW Crown Lands Act 1989

On 1 November 2007 Minister Tony Kelly MLC, the Minister 
for Lands, Minister for Rural Affairs and Minister for Regional 
Development added The Priory and its surrounds to the Riverglade 
Reserve. This reserve is under the care, control and management of 
the Riverglade (R100263) Reserve Trust, administered by Hunter’s 
Hill Council.

The Crown reserve system is NSW’s oldest and most diverse 
system of natural, cultural and open space, providing many of the 
state’s town squares and local parks, state heritage sites, buildings, 
community halls, nature reserves, coastal lands, waterway corridors, 
sport grounds, racetracks, showgrounds, caravan parks, camping 
areas, travelling stock routes, rest areas, walking tracks, commons, 
community and government infrastructure and facilities1.

As The Priory is sited within a Crown Reserve it is administered and 
managed under the NSW Crown Lands Act 1989 which contains 
the following principles for managing Crown land:

(a) environment protection principles are observed in the 
management and administration of Crown land;

(b) natural resources of Crown land (including water, soil, 
fl ora, fauna and scenic quality) are conserved, wherever 
possible;

(c) public use and enjoyment of appropriate Crown land is 
to be encouraged;

(d) Crown land should be used and managed so its 
resources are sustained in perpetuity, where appropriate; 
and

(e) Crown land is to be occupied, used, sold, leased, 
licensed or dealt with in the best interest of the State, 
consistent with the above principles.

Riverglade Reserve has been gazetted as Crown Land reserved 
for the public purpose of public recreation.2 It may be necessary to 
revise the public purpose of The Priory site to “Community Purposes 
and Preservation of Historic Sites and Buildings” to facilitate viable 
adaptive reuse of the site.

Owner’s consent may be required, from the Department of Lands, 
for future development of the site, and the consent of the Minister 
may be required to lease the property, or any part of it, to a third 
party.

Guidance on the requirements for Trust management of Crown 
Reserves can be found in Department  of Lands Trust Handbook.3 
2007.
1  NSW Department of Lands website
2  NSW Government Gazette No. 139, 5 October 2007, page 7652
3  NSW Department of Lands, Department of Lands Trust Handbook, 2007
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5.5.3 Building Code of Australia 

Building regulations for New South Wales are specifi ed in the 
Building Code of Australia (BCA) and administered by the Building 
Codes Board. The BCA contains standards relating to fi re safety, 
egress, health and amenity provisions for buildings  and requires 
that any future uses, alterations or additions to the building must 
comply with these standards. The application and integration of BCA 
standards into the building or place must however be undertaken in 
a manner that responds to the heritage signifi cance.

Advice on how to best achieve BCA compliance for historic buildings 
can be sought from the  Fire, Access and Services Advisory Panel 
of the Heritage Branch of the Department of Planning. 

5 .6 Physical Condition

The Priory buildings are structurally sound, as a result of the original 
construction, and the major repairs and refurbishment carried out by 
the Public Works Department. Urgent repairs are needed to remedy 
water ingress and prevent further deterioration of the building. A 
Conservation Schedule of Works is included in this CMP to guide 
the restoration of the buildings.

Elements of the site, such as retaining walls, steps and the 
foundations of earlier buildings, require urgent risk assessment as 
the site is accessible to the public. 

5 .7 Custodian’s Requirements 

The identifi cation of the needs of the owners and occupiers of a 
place need to be considered when formulating guidelines for the 
conservation, use and management of that place.

Hunter’s Hill Council are responsible for the care, control and 
management of The Priory. The Council’s vision is that The Priory 
become an integrated multipurpose cultural facility that incorporates 
both community and corporate activities. A Cultural Precinct Plan 
for The Priory was adopted by Hunter’s Hill Council on 10 March 
2008. The goals of this plan are:

Actively promote cultural development and community 
involvement
Maintain and increase access to cultural places and facilities
Develop and promote art / public art
Develop and promote youth culture
Maintain and promote migrant and indigenous heritage
Promote and maintain heritage and cultural tourism
Ensure the long-term sustainability of the cultural precinct

Hunter’s Hill Council requires that this precinct have some form of 
commercial component to be fi nancially sustainable.

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
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Future Use of The Priory 6.0
6.1 Introduction 

Hunter’s Hill Council envisages that The Priory will become 
an integrated multipurpose cultural facility, incorporating both 
community and corporate activities. Council requires that this 
precinct have some form of commercial component to become 
a fi nancially sustainable precinct. Future use of the site must be 
compatible with the heritage signifi cance of the place and the 
purpose of the Crown Reserve.

6.2  Hunter’s Hill Cultural Precinct

Options for uses of The Priory as a Cultural Precinct are being 
considered by Council. These include: 

art exhibition and workshop spaces
housing of local history archives
cafe / tearoom
temporary use of the outdoor space for cinema, festivals and 
musical performances

Opportunity exists, in the context of the Cultural Plan, for the site 
to be used for educational purposes, particularly in the areas of art 
and history.  

In order to fund the conservation and future maintenance of the site 
for public use it will be necessary to include a commercial venture in  
The Priory Cultural Precinct. Commercial activities compatible with 
community use of the site could include, but are not limited to, a 
restaurant, cafe, conference venue, wedding venue, function centre 
and offi ce accommodation.

The main building at The Priory contains sixteen rooms with 
self contained areas of varied sizes. The former kitchen block is 
confi gured as three separate spaces. The confi guration of these 
spaces will allow adaptation of the site for a variety of community 
uses, or a combination of community and commercial activity. 

Any potential confl ict between private and public access to the site 
will need to be carefully considered if there is to be any commercial 
use of The Priory. Leases can be made subject to the provision of 
access for defi ned Council or Community requirements, such as 
open days or functions. Requirements for public liability and other 
insurances will need to be clarifi ed with the leasee(s) as part of any  
agreement. 

Re-use options for the air raid shelter will be limited, given the 
nature of the space. It is an interesting feature of the site that could 
be used for educational purposes as it provides surviving evidence 
of Sydney’s preparedness for war, not readily found elsewhere. 

•
•
•
•
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The Priory site is part of the Riverglade Reserve and is managed 
under the Crown Lands Act by Riverglade (R100263) Reserve 
Trust. Hunter’s Hill Council should engage in discussion with the 
Department of Lands to ensure the planned future use of the site is 
consistent with its gazetted public purpose. It may be necessary to 
revise the public purpose of The Priory site to “Community Purposes 
and Preservation of Historic Sites and Buildings” to facilitate viable 
adaptive reuse of the site.

Owner’s consent will be required, from the Department of Lands, for 
future development of the site, and the consent of the Minister may 
be required to lease the property, or any part of it, to a third party.

The adaptive re-use of the site will require upgrading or replacement 
of the toilet facilities. Figure 6.1 shows the suitable locations for 
these and other new facilities likely to be required for successful 
adaptive reuse. 

6.3 Other Options for Use 

In order to fund the immediate conservation and future maintenance 
of the site it may be necessary to lease The Priory, in part or whole, 
to single or multiple commercial operators, for a defi ned period. 
Rental payment could be set at market rates or offered for a limited 
period of time at a reduced or free rent, in order to off-set the initial 
capital cost of carrying out specifi ed conservation works to the 
building. At the end of the lease period the site would be available 
for community use without incurring the expense of the necessary 
conservation works.

In addition to the uses identifi ed in the previous section The Priory 
would be suitable, from a heritage perspective, for use as an 
educational facility or a residence.  Periodic open days for public 
appreciation could be incorporated with the lease conditions. 
For example, Waverley Council has successfully retained Bronte 
House in public ownership by conditional leasing of the property as 
a residence. 

If these options are considered to be the best option to enable the 
conservation of the historic buildings for future long term use as 
community facilities discussion would need to be initiated with the 
Department of Lands, to verify the temporary use is considered to 
be consistent with the purpose of the reserve.

Future use of the site for commercial purposes may be limited by 
the site’s parking capacity. 
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Figure 6.1
Plan showing suitable locations for the new facilities likely to be required for 
adaptive reuse of The Priory
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7.0Conservation Policies

7 .1 Introduction 

Conservation can be regarded as the management of change.  It 
seeks to safeguard that which is important in the built environment 
within a process of change and development.  As such, it is 
one of the functions of this document to establish policies and 
recommendations for the conservation and on-going use of the 
building in a way that protects and enhances its heritage value.  
In this way, the owners and managers of the building will be able 
to formulate proposals within a known framework of acceptable 
directions, and planning authorities will be able to assess those 
proposals against the criteria.

7.2 Principle Conservation Policies

Background
The Australia ICOMOS Charter for the Conservation of Places 
of Cultural Signifi cance (known as The Burra Charter) is widely 
accepted in Australia as the underlying methodology by which 
all works to sites/buildings, which have been identifi ed as having 
national, state and regional signifi cance are undertaken.  

Policy 7.2.1 Application of The Burra Charter 
Because The Priory is of demonstrated cultural signifi cance, 
procedures for managing changes and activities for the site should 
be in accordance with the recognised conservation methodology of 
The Burra Charter.

Background 
In order to achieve a consistency in approach and understanding 
of the meaning of conservation by all those involved a standardised 
terminology for conservation processes and related actions should 
be adopted.  The terminology in The Burra Charter is a suitable 
basis for this. 

Policy 7.2.2 Consistent Terminology
The following terms apply to the historic fabric of the site and 
are included here to assist in understanding of the intent of the 
conservation requirements in this section.

Place means site, area, land, landscape, building or other work, 
group of buildings or other works, and may include components, 
contents, spaces and views.

Cultural signifi cance means aesthetic, historic, scientifi c, social or 
spiritual value for past, present or future generations.
a range of values for different individuals or groups. 
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Fabric means all the physical material of the place including 
components, fi xtures, contents, and objects.
Conservation means all the processes of looking after a place so to 
retain its cultural signifi cance.  
 
Maintenance means the continuous protective care of the fabric 
and setting of a place, and is to be distinguished from repair.  Repair 
involves restoration or reconstruction.
 
Preservation means maintaining the fabric of a place in its existing 
state and retarding deterioration.

Restoration means returning the existing fabric of a place to a known 
earlier state by removing accretions or by reassembling existing 
components without the introduction of new material.

Reconstruction means returning the place to a known earlier state 
and is distinguished from restoration by the introduction of new 
material into the fabric. 
 
Adaptation means modifying a place to suit the existing use or a 
proposed use.

Use means the functions of a place, as well as the activities and 
practices that may occur at the place.
 
Compatible use means a use, which respects the cultural signifi cance 
of a place.  Such a use involves no, or minimal, impact on cultural 
signifi cance.
 
Setting means the area around a place, which may include the 
visual catchment.

Related place means a place that contributes to the cultural 
signifi cance of another place.

Interpretation means all the ways of presenting the cultural 
signifi cance of a place.

7.3  Retention of Signifi cance of the Place
 
Background 
The Priory and its setting has been identifi ed as being of State 
heritage signifi cance. 

Policy 7.3.1
The Priory should be retained and conserved as part of its adaption 
for re-use.  

Guidelines
Repairs to prevent water ingress further deteriorating the 
buildings should be carried out as a matter of urgency. 

•
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Other conservation works, identifi ed in the Conservation Works 
Schedule included in Appendix 4 of this CMP, should be carried 
out in a timely manner, as funds become available.

The regular maintenance schedule, included in Appendix 3 
of this CMP, should be implemented to ensure the on-going 
conservation of The Priory.

Policy 7.3.2
Future changes to fabric, form and associated structural elements 
should respect its visual signifi cance and architectural integrity and 
respond accordingly.

Policy 7.3.3
Conservation of The Priory should be undertaken in the context of 
new compatible uses for the building, uses that respect and utilise 
the current scale, form and internal confi guration of the building with 
minimal external changes to the structure or external envelope.

7.4  Conservation of the Setting

Policy 7.4.1 
The visual setting around The Priory should be retained in any 
future use of the building or the site.

Policy 7.4.2 
If any new structures are required on the site their design and siting 
must be planned to maintain the visual presence and sense of 
isolation of The Priory.

Guidelines
Any additional fl oor space required should be provided in a 
single storey structure at the rear of the Weaver wing, in place 
of the PWD wing.

Policy 7.4.3 
Future landscaping of the site should not obscure views to or from 
The Priory.

7.5  Principles for Re-use 

Background 
Riverglade Reserve has been gazetted as Crown Land reserved for 
the public purpose of public recreation.

Policy 7.5.1
Discussion should be initiated with the Department of Lands to  
determine whether the envisaged future use of the site is compatible 
with the purpose of the Crown Reserve. 

•

•

•
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Guidelines
It may be necessary to revise the public purpose of The Priory 
site to “Community Purposes and Preservation of Historic Sites 
and Buildings” to facilitate viable adaptive reuse of the site.

Policy 7.5.2
During preparation of schemes for future uses for the building, care 
should be taken to respect the scale and character of the existing 
interior spaces, external openings and general character of the 
building.

Guidelines
It is permissible to remove the partition walls in Rooms 10 
and 11/12 to facilitate re-use of The Priory but there should be 
no other subdivision or amalgamation of the original spatial 
confi guration. 

Policy 7.5.3
New uses that are selected for any particular internal space should 
adopt the principle of ‘loose fi t’ whereby the functional and spatial 
requirements of each use are tailored to suit the available space, 
in contrast to the approach that alters the building to suit the 
requirements of the new use.

Guidelines
New uses which require excessive servicing or other special 
features, may not be appropriate if the design of the service 
equipment impacts on the character and signifi cance of the 
site’s fabric and spaces.

Any new use must be undertaken only with the consent of Hunters 
Hill Council and the NSW Heritage Council. Applications to the 
consent authorities must be accompanied by a Statement of 
Heritage Impact that demonstrates compliance with this CMP.

7.6  Principles for Leasing

Background
In order to fund the conservation and future maintenance of the site 
for public use it may be necessary to lease The Priory, in part or 
whole, to single or multiple operators. Rental payment could be set 
at market rates or discounted in exchange for agreed conservation 
works being undertaken.

Policy 7.6.1
Any conservation works undertaken in lieu of rental payment must 
be carried out in accordance with the policies and Conservation 
Works Schedule set out in this CMP, and within a time frame agreed 
within the lease documentation.

Guidelines
Conservation works undertaken in lieu of rental payments 
should be clearly identifi ed in the leasing agreement. 

•

•

•

•

•
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It should be a condition of any lease that these works be 
completed prior to occupation by the tenant.

Responsibility for future on-going maintenance of the site 
should be identifi ed in the leasing agreement.

Policy 7.6.2
It should be a condition of any lease that modifi cations made by the 
tenant are in accordance with this CMP.

Guidelines
The potential impact of any tenancy should be carefully 
evaluated by the property managers prior to the granting of a 
lease.

Any confl ict between private and public access to the site should 
be resolved prior to granting of a lease.

Policy 7.6.3
Leases should be managed to optimise future use of the building as 
a community asset.

Guidelines
The expiry date of multiple leases, to either private or community 
interests, should be co-ordinated to provide fl exibility in future 
use options for the site.

7.7  Recapture of Signifi cant Spaces

Policy 7.7.1
The original spatial confi guration of the internal spaces of The Priory 
should be retained.

Guidelines 
The partition walls in Rooms 10 and 11/12 should be removed 
and the original spaces of the Weaver wing restored.

There should be no other subdivision or amalgamation of the 
original spaces within The Priory.

7.8     Treatment of Fabric of Different Grades of   
 Signifi cance

Background
The conservation planning process, which is outlined within this 
CMP, has its guiding principle to protect and conserve the elements 
and fabric of the place that most clearly make a contribution to its 
signifi cance.  In consequence conservation activities, as defi ned 
above, are assigned to the assessed level of signifi cance set out in 
Section 4.5 Grading of Signifi cance.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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Policy 7.8.1 
In general, future changes should be focused on areas or 
components, which provide a lesser contribution to the overall 
signifi cance and are therefore less sensitive to change.

Guidelines
The Sensitivity Analysis provided in Section 4.6 of this CMP 
should be used as a guide when considering future changes to 
the building.

 
Policy 7.8.2 
Any work, which affect fabric, space or relationship with a High 
assessed heritage value should be confi ned to preservation, 
restoration, reconstruction and adaptation as defi ned in The Burra 
Charter and should be carefully maintained.

Policy 7.8.3 
In relation to elements of Moderate signifi cance the principles of 
The Burra Charter should be followed as above; work involving 
the reduction (or even the removal) of a particular element may be 
an acceptable option, where it is necessary for the proper function 
of the place and is benefi cial to, or does not reduce, the overall 
signifi cance of the place.

Policy 7.8.4 
Elements with a Little assessed heritage value are of slight 
signifi cance and do not intrude on the place in a way that reduces 
signifi cance.  Both retention and removal are acceptable options.

Policy 7.8.5
Intrusive elements reduce the overall signifi cance of the place, 
despite their role as illustrations of continuing use. The preferred 
long-term option is for their removal, conversion to a compatible 
form of replacement in a way, which helps retain the signifi cance of 
the overall item. 

Guidelines
Such items include the shower and toilet block addition to the 
Weaver wing.

 
Policy 7.8.6
A Schedule of Conservation Works, has been included in Appendix 
4 of this CMP. This schedule relies on a graded schedule of 
signifi cant fabric and responds to the assessed condition and other 
identifi ed problems. Conservation of the original fabric should be a 
priority in future work.

Policy 7.8.7 
Where possible, damage or scarring caused by earlier fi t -outs or 
service installations should be repaired to match the original and 
original fabric reinstated.

Guidelines
The Conservation Works Schedule, included in Appendix 4, 

•

•

•
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provides guidelines for repairs, materials and fi nishes to be 
used in any future maintenance of the buildings.

Policy 7.8.8
In order to reinstate, or reconstruct parts of the building, 
suffi cient information must be available to guide the design and 
documentation of the work. Such information includes documentary 
evidence, archaeological material and evidence held within the 
fabric of adjacent components. Reinstatement of missing fabric, or 
detailing known to be consistent with such traditional beginnings, or 
reconstruction should only take place within the context of retention 
of cultural signifi cance of a particular element and of the building. 

Guidelines
The 1954 photographs, included in Section 2.0 of this CMP, 
should be used as a basis for the reconstruction of the building’s 
chimneys. 

Policy 7.8.9
While reconstruction or reinstatement should return an element to a 
known earlier state, building practices or construction details which  
are known to be defective should not be adopted. Reinstated or 
reconstructed fabric should be ‘date stamped’ in discrete ways, to 
indicate the work is of this nature.

7.9     Principles for Modern Services

Policy 7.9.1
The location and visual presentation of new services and utilities 
within the building should generally remain subservient and 
respectful to the scale, dignity and presentation of the existing 
building.

Guidelines
Installation of new services should be reversible. 
New elements should be surface mounted not chased into 
walls.
Fixings should be made to joints of stone or brick work rather 
than the facing.

Policy 7.9.2 
Existing functional security, fi re protection, emergency and electrical 
lighting should be maintained as part of the regular maintenance 
program.

Policy 7.9.3 
It is desirable that air conditioning be removed from the building, 
particularly the air conditioning units installed in window openings.

•

•
•

•
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7.10  Principles for Design of New Elements

Policy 7.10.1
New elements should not attempt to replicate the original features. 
They should be of a contemporary design and character but remain 
respectful of the power and mixed character of the old, in accordance 
with Article 22.2 of The Burra Charter.

Guidelines
New elements should be designed in consultation with an 
experienced Conservation Architect.

7.11  Principles for Conserving the Landscape

Background
The Priory contains landscape elements, such as the large stone 
retaining walls to the north and west of the house, likely to date from  
Stubbs’ occupation, as well as late Victorian garden elements and 
remnant plantings relating to the Gladesville Hospital era.

As the site is accessible to the general public safety must be a 
primary consideration in any conservation of the site.

Policy 7.11.1
A safety audit of site elements, such as trees, retaining walls, steps 
and the foundations of earlier buildings, must be carried out as a 
matter of urgency.

Guidelines
The recommendations of such an audit should be implemented 
in accordance with the recommendations of this CMP, where 
ever possible.

Policy 7.11.2
Removal of trees and shrubs assessed by a qualifi ed aborist as 
being a safety risk may be removed as required.

Policy 7.11.3
Advice should be sought from a consultant specialising in heritage 
gardens and landscapes to guide  the conservation of signifi cant 
garden elements, and the restoration and interpretation of the 
earlier cultivation of the site.

Guidelines
Application should be made to the Heritage Branch of NSW 
Department of Planning to include recommendations made by 
this consultant in the site specifi c exemptions.

•

•

•
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7.12  Colour

Background 
The correct use of colour is a most important aspect in the restoration 
and interpretation of old buildings. The Priory was constructed in 
the nineteenth century, in three separate stages. 

Policy 7.12.1
Future colour schemes should be based on research of earlier 
schemes or be limited to those schemes commonly used on 
buildings of this period. 

Policy 7.12.2
The early sample paint stencils should be left exposed under 
perspex covering. 

Guidelines
If the exposed stencilling is not to be retained in its current 
format it must be carefully protected with a suitable material 
before being painted over. This must be done in consultant with 
conservator experienced in paint conservation.

7.13  Access

Background 
The Commonwealth Disability Discrimination Act 1992 (DDA) 
requires that premises the public are entitled to use be accessible 
to persons with a disability. The original siting and design of The 
Priory may be a barrier which prevents full compliance with the 
provisions of the DDA.

Policy 7.13.1
Any changes to the site required to improve the public access should 
also be made in accordance with the other policies in this CMP. 

Guidelines
The  Fire, Access and Services Advisory Panel of the Heritage 
Branch of the Department of Planning can provide formal 
advice on ways of achieving acceptable compliance with access 
requirements  while retaining the heritage signifi cance of place

If strict adherence to the provisions of the DDA is likely to have 
an adverse heritage impact on signifi cant fabric this may be 
considered unjustifi able hardship under the terms of this act.

7.14  Signage

Policy 7.14.1
Signage on Heritage Items should be:
(i) consistent in design to the architectural form of the   
 building to which it is attached
(ii) of a high standard of materials, construction and graphics,  

•

•

•
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 and
(iii) appropriately located on the Heritage Item and of a   
 compatible design and style with the appropriate lettering.

7.15  Interpretation 

Policy 7.15.1
Interpretation of the site should seek to present the multi-layered 
history of The Priory to the general public.

7.16  Management of Archaeological Resources

Policy 7.16.1 
Management of archaeological resources associated with The Priory 
shall be undertaken in accordance with the recommendations and 
consent conditions of the Excavation Permit that is required under 
the provisions of the NSW Heritage Act.

7.17  Appropriate Skills and Experience

Policy 7.17.1 
The approach to the conservation of the historic building fabric 
should  be based on a respect for the existing signifi cant fabric. 

Policy 7.17.2 
Competent direction and supervision should be maintained at all 
stages, and any maintenance work should be implemented by 
professionals and/or tradespeople with appropriate conservation 
experience and knowledge of traditional building skills. 

Policy 7.17.3
Where any signifi cant fabric or spaces are to be disturbed, the advice 
of the Conservation Architect is to sought and implemented.

7.18  On-going Maintenance Regime

Policy 7.18.1 
To ensure the on-going conservation of signifi cant building fabric, 
a regular maintenance schedule should be implemented. Regular 
inspections should be carried out and remedial action taken to 
minimise deterioration of building fabric due to the effects of 
weathering and use. 

Guidelines
An On-going Maintenance Schedule has been prepared as a 
separate document to assist in the care and maintenance of 
the building.

•
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Policy 7.18.2 
In addition to regular maintenance activities, prompt preventative 
action and repair should be taken as necessary.

Policy 7.18.3
The On-going Maintenance Schedule should be reviewed and 
updated every ten years to coincide with a review of the Conservation 
Plan, or subsequent to major programs of upgrading or reuse.

Policy 7.18.4
No maintenance or repair work should negatively impact on the 
signifi cance of the fabric.

7.19  Minor Exempt Development

Policy 7.19.1 
Following endorsement of this CMP by the NSW Heritage Council 
the minor development described below is to be exempt from 
approval under Section 60 of the NSW Heritage Act:

Any works specifi ed in the Conservation Works Schedule, 
included as an appendix to this CMP.

Any works specifi ed in the On-going Maintenance Schedule, 
included as an appendix to this CMP.

7.20  Review of the Conservation Plan

Background
This CMP for The Priory proposes a framework for the ongoing use 
and maintenance of the site. Circumstances however will change 
over the years as various recommendations are implemented and 
new user requirements emerge.

Conservation Policies need to progressively respond to changing 
situations if they are to remain relevant.

Policy 7.20.1
Conservation Policies should be reviewed every ten years or 
whenever a major upgrade of the building is considered,
Reviews of the Conservation Policies should be based on The Burra 
Charter and other guidelines provided to the Heritage Branch of the 
NSW Department of Planning.

Guidelines
Reviews should also take into account any other relevant 
legislation, planning framework, appropriate literature and 
widely recognised conservation practices and procedures. 
They should be undertaken by experienced conservation 
practitioners, in conjunction with relevant ownership and 
management representatives.

•

•

•
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8.0Implementing the Plan

8 .1 Introduction

This Conservation Management Plan has been prepared to provide 
guidelines for the on-going use and conservation of The Priory and 
to ensure that the heritage value of the place is maintained and 
enhanced.

This section sets out the implementation guidelines for the 
policies, including a list of management issues and schedules for 
conservation and maintenance works.

8 .2 Management Principles 

The current owners are to:

Review and adopt this Conservation Management Plan 
(CMP).

Submit this Conservation Management Plan (CMP) to the 
Heritage Branch of the NSW Department of Planning for 
endorsement. 

Refer any development proposals to Hunter’s Hill Council and 
the NSW Heritage Council.

Ensure funding for recurrent long-term maintenance.

 
8 .3 Obtaining Development Consent 

Any development proposals for The Priory must be referred to 
Hunter’s Hill Council for approval.

As The Priory is listed on the NSW State Heritage Register, any 
works proposed also require approval from the NSW Heritage 
Council, under Section 60 of the Heritage Act.

Owner’s consent may be required, from the NSW Department of 
Lands, for future development of the site, and the consent of the 
Minister may be required to lease the property, or any part of it, to 
a third party.

8 .4 Exemptions under the NSW Heritage Act

The NSW Heritage Act allows the Minister for Planning,  on the 
recommendation of the Heritage Council, to grant exemptions for 
certain activities which would otherwise require approval under the 
NSW Heritage Act.

•

•

•

•
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There are two types of exemptions which can apply to a heritage 
item listed on the State Heritage Register. These are:

Standard exemptions for all items on the State Heritage 
Register. Typical activities that are exempted include building 
maintenance, minor repairs, alterations to certain interiors or 
areas and change of use.

Site specifi c exemptions for a particular heritage item can 
be approved by the Minister on the recommendation of the 
Heritage Council.

A list of the Standard Exemptions, issued by the NSW Heritage 
Offi ce (now the Heritage Branch of the Department of Planning) in 
2006 has been included as an appendix to this CMP. They apply to 
on-going heritage management works that are only minor in nature 
and will have minimal impact on the heritage signifi cance of the 
place. 

Some exempted works require that an application for exemption be 
lodged with the Heritage Branch of the Department of Planning.  

Site specifi c exemptions for a particular heritage item can 
be approved by the Minister on the recommendation of the 
Heritage Council.

Once this CMP has been endorsed by the NSW Heritage Council 
the exemptions will be applicable.

8.5 Conservation Schedule of Works

The Conservation Works Schedule, included as an appendix to this 
CMP, refers to conservation works that should be implemented by 
the owners of the place before the On-going Maintenance Schedule 
comes into effect.  

8.6 On-going Maintenance Schedule

The On-going Maintenance Schedule, included as an appendix to 
this CMP, refers to cyclical maintenance works to fabric that should 
be implemented by the owner as part of the process of on-going 
management of the site. 

A record of when this work is performed, and any faults discovered 
or repairs made, should be recorded and kept separately alongside 
a copy of this maintenance schedule.

•

•

•
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Appendix 1: Archaeological Summary

Extract from the Archaeological Assessment made as part of Conservation Management Plan ‘The Priory’, 
prepared by Dr. Louise Steding of Stedinger Associates and Mr Wayne McPhee of McPhee Architects, in March 
2003.

ARCHAEOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT.

Site inspection was carried out by Dr. Louise Steding of Stedinger Associates and Mr Wayne McPhee of McPhee 
Architects on 03 March 2003. Dr Steding examined the site of the Priory and its surrounds on allotment 1 for 
evidence of signifi cant archaeological deposits and relics.

3.1 The Site.
The study area include the building known as “ the Priory”, associated structures, the immediate grounds, 
terraces, roadways and approach stairs. Allotment 1 is elevated on a gentle rise overlooking the Tarban Creek. 
While many areas around the study area have been subject to landfi ll, excavation and cultivation activities, the 
subject allotment has not been altered to any large extent. Minor landscaping works have been carried out and 
outbuildings have been erected and demolished, including the larger ‘cow bails’. To the south, the residence itself 
has been built on an area quarried from the natural sandstone cliff. A portion of the cliff is visible in the southern 
retaining wall immediately south of the Priory. As such, the early topography of the site, as shaped in the mid 
nineteenth century, remains relatively in tact. Consequently, disturbance to sub-surface remains is likely to be 
limited. The Priory and its surrounding grounds have archaeological potential.

3.2 Earlier Structures, Feature and Artefactual Remains.
Several earlier structures were built on the site in the mid nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. By 1885, 
immediately north of the Priory building, the site included a stone kitchen, a shed (later used as a laundry), a 
small timber shed on the north terrace, stone garden retaining walls, an entrance roadway, approach stairs and 
pathways. To the west were two small stable and additional stone retaining walls. South of the Priory was a ‘bush 
house’, latrine an ‘out house’, a path and stone steps. To the east, landscaping works included gardens, stone 
stairs and large stone retaining walls. 

The site retained much of its form well into the twentieth century. By 1928 the bush house had been removed from 
the south west corner of the main Priory building. Also by this time, a dairy had been established to the west. A 
bomb shelter was constructed south east of the Priory during World War II and appears in the P.W.D. plan from 
1947. In the P.W.D. plan of 1947, a bitumen road looped around the kitchen and cow shed or ‘cow bails’, extending 
southwards. By 1969 the laundry no longer stood on the north west side of the Priory, the timber shed had been 
removed from the north terrace and the latrines and out house had been demolished south of the Priory. At this 
time, greater detail appears to have been given to gardens immediately east of the Priory.

NORTH OF PRIORY
3.2.1. The Kitchen
The kitchen is a single storey sandstone building immediately north west of the Priory. Its walls were of squared 
random-sized blocks. One of the early outbuildings erected on the Priory grounds, the kitchen appears to survive 
from the time Stubbs’ ownership in the 1840s. In the east wall, a lintel dated May 6, 1901 suggests that the 
building was either rebuilt or perhaps only altered at this time. Certainly, the original chimney has been removed 
and the roof replaced. As shown in a P.W.D. plan, by 1947 the kitchen functioned as a store.

It is possible that refuse or other artefacts associated with the kitchen were discarded outside the building prior to 
the introduction of municipal garbage collections in the late nineteenth century. Built up against a sandstone cutting 
to the south, the door to the kitchen was located in the north and east walls of the building opening out towards the 
roadway and stone steps. Refuse may have been deposited to the west between the kitchen and small stables 
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(19th century). Likewise, refuse may have been deposited elsewhere on the site. It is also possible that artefacts 
may have been deposited beneath its suspended fl oor areas through discard, loss or other processes. The fl oor 
has since been removed. Such artefacts found on the site of the kitchen may reveal information associated with 
the lives of those who lived and worked on the property.

3.2.2. The Laundry.
 This structure was erected on the north side of the Priory beside the kitchen prior to 1885. In plan it was initially 
referred to as a ‘shed’. Conversion in the twentieth century saw it being used as a laundry. The structure was 
demolished in the mid twentieth century. However, remains of its lower brick walls are visible on site. The walls 
have partially collapsed, possibly due to a lack of compaction of backfi ll behind the adjacent retaining wall. Two 
concrete slabs of differing thickness rest on the brick footings. The concrete was probably laid when the structure 
was converted into a laundry block. The lack of protruding pipes suggests that the conversion took place in the 
early twentieth century prior to the provision of a piped water supply. Little else is known about this structure.

3.2.3. North terrace shed.
A small timber shed was erected on the north terrace prior to 1885. Its elevated and prominent position fronting the 
Stubbs and Salter wings and its small size suggest that this structure was not necessarily a shed used for storage. 
Rather, it may have been a garden shelter or pergola. Little is known about this structure. Subsurface deposits 
may clarify its form and purpose.

3.2.4. Roadway running eastward from Salter Street.
Since, at least the 1880s, an entrance roadway has extended eastwards from Salter Street. It passed between 
the kitchen and poultry yard following the path of the existing road and ending at a cattle grid. The grid itself, over 
which cattle cannot pass, marks a fence boundary associated with the dairy. It appears that cattle grazed the 
former cultivation paddock. A smaller road or path also extends from the entrance road northwards between the 
poultry yard and cultivation paddock beyond allotment 1.

3.2.5. North Terrace.
On the north side of the Priory a grassed terrace is retained by a large ashlar sandstone retaining wall. From here 
the view once extended over the cultivation paddock to the Tarban Creek. The retaining walls pre-date the Salter 
period. Integrated within the north west portion of the wall, the stone approach stairs are extremely worn from use. 
A modern concrete path has been laid along north side of Priory building.

WEST OF PRIORY
3.2.6. The Stables (19th century).
In the nineteenth century two small stables were sited on a level area west of the kitchen. According to Godden 
Mackay, the stables may have been located in this area prior to the 1850s and were apparently rebuilt at a later 
stage. Certainly the stables had been built by 1885 in close proximity to each other. It may be that the stables 
were later either demolished to make way for the ‘cow bails’ or were incorporated into this new building. Indeed, 
in the P.W.D. plan of 1947, the ‘cow bails’ is referred to as a stables. Subsurface remains may hold the potential 
to resolve such questions on date, form and function.

3.2.7. The Cow Bails.
 The dairy included a rectangular shed known as the ‘cow bails’. This structure was situated just west of the 
kitchen. In 1947 the cow bails was extended to the west at right angles to the original rectangular structure, 
creating the ‘T’-shaped building footprint. As it appears in a 1955 photograph the building was a substantial two-
storey weatherboard gabled structure. Several machine brick piers survive on site beside a dry stonewall set 
against the northern side of a sandstone cutting. The piers themselves are set close together at a distance of 
400mm to 500mm. This indicated the piers were intended to carry a substantial load, which may have included 
both the weatherboard structure and a loading ramp. The absence of cow bails on the 1885 resurvey of the 
site and the use of machine bricks indicates that the structure post dates the 1880s. In 1954 a fi re damaged 
part of the cow bails. It was further damaged by fi re in 1958. Demolished in the 1960s, the site is now that of a 
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bitumen car park. The bitumen laid does not appear to be older than 20 years. This site of cow bails may contain 
important information on the operations of the early twentieth century dairy, the work ethic and efforts by Asylum 
administration to be self suffi cient.

3.2.8. Loop Road.
In the P.W.D. plan of 1947, a road looped around the kitchen and cow bails extending southwards towards the 
stables in allotment 201 where it joined the roadway to the main hospital buildings. The loop road was associated 
with the cow bails and dates to the early twentieth century. By 1947, as shown in plan, the road had been sealed 
with bitumen. It has since been repaired numerous times. The 1949 plan shows the loop road as being mostly 
kerbed by sandstone, much of which remains in place. A portion of concrete replacement kerbing occurs to 
west.

3.2.9. Stone-edged turning circle and Loading Bay.
A wide curved section of sandstone wall, now backfi lled, is located above the parking area on the southern side 
of the loop road. A break in the sandstone edging of the road above suggests that the feature is a loading bay into 
the upper level of the cow bails. It appears to have been constructed as a turning circle for backing drays into the 
second storey of cow bails building.

3.2.10. Gardens.
On west side of Priory a drawing from the 1930s shows a row of poplar trees and a hedge. Some of the poplar 
trees survive today. Additionally potentially signifi cant plantings north and west of the Priory include Cypress or 
Pencil Pines, a Pepper Tree, Sheoaks, a Morton Bay Fig and a Campfer Laurel Tree. The northern hedge is Cape 
Honeysuckle. 

SOUTH OF PRIORY
3.2.11. Bush House.
The 1885 resurvey of the property illustrates a ‘bush house’ in the south-west corner of the Priory building. Two 
footings or platforms are located nearby beside the stone retaining wall. Machinery or tanks were once fi xed to the 
platforms. Several low pressure pipes and a discharge protrude from located nearby. They carried either liquid or 
gas. The bush house had been removed by 1928.

3.2.12. Latrines.
Directly south of the Priory are the substantial stone footings of a small former rectangular structure. It is divided 
into two square rooms by a central sandstone partition wall. Two sandstone door thresholds, one for each room, 
are considerably worn. 
The structure is recorded as latrines in the 1185 resurvey plan. In the literature t has been described as the 
remnants of a Gothic garden store built by Salter or a two room cottage associated with Stubbs.

Maguire and Drake refer to a small two storey cottage shown in a sketch of the property from 1854. Perhaps the 
cottage was converted into latrines in the 1880s. Certainly, a sketch dated 1854 suggests that the building was 
associated with Stubbs. However, Somerville’s reference to original detailing, most notably the Gothic bargeboards 
and fi nishes, suggests that it was either associated with Salter or that the Gothic detailing was added later by Salter 
to complement the style of his extensions to the residence. From photographs taken in mid 1950s, Somerville 
describes the structure as being a small gabled building of ashlar stonework with a lancet headed window in the 
east wall and a timber framed, skillion roofed verandah along the north elevation. This building was dismantled 
and removed from the site in August 1955. It was eventually re-erected at the later Villa Maria at Hunter’s Hill.

3.2.13. Out House.
In addition to the small two room cottage, Maguire and Drake refer to a rectangular two storey cellar-outbuilding 
depicted in the 1854 sketches. This building, the clarify, is the more southern of the two buildings situated south 
of the Priory. Somerville seems to be referring this building in her description of a small bricking, gable-roofed 
building located further to the south. Both authors agree that this structure dates from the pre-Salter years.
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In the plan of 1885, it is referred to as ‘out houses’. The building was demolished in 1955. However, remnants of 
the outhouse survive today, though they are considerably overgrown. A ground level storage cellar is relatively 
well preserved.

3.2.14. Bomb Shelter.
Built beneath the upper southern terrace, a World War II bomb shelter has been built from concrete pipes, sandstone 
and brick. The structure has been covered by earth which is retained on the east by a rough dry sandstone and 
brick wall. At each end the entrances are roofed with concrete slabs. On the terrace, concrete paths lead to both 
entrances. The World War II Air Raid Shelter has been identifi ed as essential for conservation.

EAST OF PRIORY
3.2.15. Landscape features and Gardens.
From the mid 1840s when Stubbs’ stone cottage was built, the residence and its garden have been elevated from 
the farm’s cultivated areas by stonewalls. Substantial ashlar masonry sandstone walls survive on the east side of 
the Priory. Some wall decorations exist including miniature obelisk motifs. Above the wall, high stone pillars have 
been built either side of stone steps which lead down to the lower terrace.

To the south-east the terraced areas were once extensive. Now only two grassed terrace levels remain. Both 
are retained by sandstone walls. The lowest terrace lies at the base of the massive retaining wall and leads 
southwards beyond allotment 1. Immediately above to the south-west, the upper terrace gives access to the air 
raid shelter.

Although overgrown, the lower terrace has a more open landscape scattered with large trees, allowing views from 
the Priory down to Tarban Creek. The landscaped gardens are an important part of the Priory’s setting. The lower 
terrace includes Canary Island palms, Pepper trees, Poplars, Sheoaks and Silky Oaks, Pittosporum, a Jacaranda, 
a Willow tree and Eucalypts. According to Godden Mackay, the Canary Island palms are “almost certainly no more 
than 70 or 80 years”. Other trees may be older than 100 years. A well lay just beyond the boundary to the south-
east in Allotment 201.

Above the retaining wall there is an area of grass with more recent stone edgings around the fl ower beds and 
paths. This is the upper terrace. In includes few plantings and most appear to be about 30 to50 years old. They 
include a bed of roses edged with concrete and frangipani. To the south a morning glory has been planted to 
form a hedge. The plan of 1969 gives slightly greater detail of gardens and borders immediately to the east of the 
Priory. This may indicate the approximate time that paths and the rose garden were included.

3.3 Archaeological Potential.
Archaeological features and potential relics are physical evidence of the history of the Priory. They complement 
the evidence contained in documentary sources and surviving buildings and contribute to the property’s historic 
and architectural qualities. Retaining walls, road formations, paths, stone kerbing, brick piers and concrete slabs 
all provide evidence of the former organisation and layout of the Priory, the various roles and functions of the 
property and the lives of those who resided there.

The original topography of the site has remained largely in tact, though the land has been subject to some 
minor disturbance during episodes of, for instance demolition, tree planting and service installation. Additional 
subsurface remains are likely to exist on the site of the Priory and its grounds. The area has considerable potential 
as an archaeological site.
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Appendix 2: Standard Exemptions

The standard exemptions were issued by the NSW Heritage Offi ce, now 
the Heritage Branch of the Department of Planning, in 2006. The purpose 
of the standard exemptions is to clarify for owners, the Heritage Offi ce 
and local councils what kind of maintenance and minor works can be 
undertaken without needing Heritage Council approval. This ensures 
that owners are not required to make unnecessary applications for minor 
maintenance and repair.

The exemptions are for:
1:  MAINTENANCE AND CLEANING
2:  REPAIRS
3:  PAINTING
4:  EXCAVATION  
5:  RESTORATION  
6:  DEVELOPMENT ENDORSED BY THE HERITAGE COUNCIL OR    
     DIRECTOR-GENERAL  
7:  MINOR ACTIVITIES WITH NO ADVERSE IMPACT ON HERITAGE  
     SIGNIFICANCE
8:  NON-SIGNIFICANT FABRIC
9:  CHANGE OF USE
10: NEW BUILDINGS
11: TEMPORARY STRUCTURES
12: LANDSCAPE MAINTENANCE
13: SIGNAGE
14: BURIAL SITES AND CEMETERIES
15: COMPLIANCE WITH MINIMUM STANDARDS AND ORDERS 
16: SAFETY AND SECURITY
17: MOVABLE HERITAGE ITEMS

EXEMPTION 1: MAINTENANCE AND CLEANING

1. The following maintenance and cleaning does not require approval 
under s. 57(1) of the Act:
(a) the maintenance of an item to retain its condition or operation without 
the removal of or damage to the existing fabric or the introduction of new 
materials;

(b) cleaning including the removal of surface deposits, organic growths or 
graffi ti by the use of low pressure water (less than 100 psi at the surface 
being cleaned) and neutral detergents and mild
brushing and scrubbing.

NOTE 1: Traditional fi nishes such as oils and waxes must continue to 
be used for timber surfaces rather than modern alternative protective 
coatings such as polyurethane or acrylic which may seal the surface and 
can cause damage.

NOTE 2: Surface patina which has developed on the fabric may be an 
important part of the item’s signifi cance and if so needs to be preserved 
during maintenance and cleaning.
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Guidelines
Maintenance is distinguished from repairs, restoration and reconstruction 
as it does not involve the removal of or damage to existing fabric or the 
introduction of new materials. It is a continuing process of protective care. 
Typical maintenance activity includes
• the removal of vegetation and litter from gutters and drainage systems;
• resecuring and tightening fi xings of loose elements of building fabric;
• lubricating equipment and services which have moving parts;
• the application of protective coatings such as limewash, polish, oils and 
waxes to surfaces which have previously had such coatings applied; and
• cleaning by the removal of surface deposits using methods other than 
aggressive mechanical or chemical techniques such as high pressure, 
high temperature or strong solvents which may affect the substrate.

This standard exemption applies to the maintenance of all types of 
heritage items including buildings, works, landscapes, cemeteries and 
movable heritage. Reference should be made to other relevant standard 
exemptions (#12, 14 and 17) for particular types of items.

EXEMPTION 2: REPAIRS

1. Repair to an item which is of the type described in (a) or (b) below does 
not require approval under s. 57(1) of the Act:

(a) the replacement of services such as cabling, plumbing, wiring and fi re 
services that uses existing service routes, cavities or voids or replaces 
existing surface mounted services and does not involve damage to or the 
removal of signifi cant fabric;

(b) the repair (such as refi xing and patching) or the replacement of
missing, damaged or deteriorated fabric that is beyond further maintenance, 
which matches the existing fabric in appearance, material and method 
of affi xing and does not involve damage to or the removal of signifi cant 
fabric.

NOTE 1: Repairs must be based on the principle of doing as little as 
possible and only as much as is necessary to retain and protect the 
element. Therefore replacement must only occur as a last resort where 
the major part of an element has decayed beyond further maintenance.

NOTE 2: Any new materials used for repair must not exacerbate the decay 
of existing fabric due to chemical incompatibility, obscure existing fabric or 
limit access to existing fabric for future maintenance.

NOTE 3: Repair must maximise protection and retention of fabric and 
include the conservation of existing detailing, such as vents, capping, 
chimneys, carving, decoration or glazing.

Guidelines
This standard exemption is not intended to allow the cumulative 
replacement of large amounts or a high proportion of the fabric of an item. 
If replacement of large amounts of fabric is necessary, an application will 
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be required to be submitted under s. 60 of the Heritage Act. If there is 
uncertainty about whether the proposed extent of repair is exempt from 
approval, advice should be sought from the NSW Heritage Offi ce. 

Repairs should have detailed specifi cations and carried out by licensed 
tradespeople with experience in the conservation of heritage buildings. It 
is essential that the composition of elements of the fabric such renders, 
mortars, timber species and metal types remain the same to assist with 
matching appearance and avoiding chemical incompatibility.

Repair may involve reconstruction which means returning an item 
to a known earlier state. This may involve the use of new or recycled 
materials.
Reconstruction must satisfy a four-part test to qualify for exemption from 
approval:
1. The nature of the earlier state being reconstructed must be known. 
Where there is conjecture about the earlier state of the fabric or where it 
is proposed to change the appearance, material or method of fi xing of the 
fabric an application under s.60 of the Heritage Act
will be required.

2. The replacement fabric must be matching in appearance and method of 
fi xing. The use of salvaged or recycled fabric can be a valuable resource 
in matching appearance in preference to the use of new fabric which may 
appear obtrusive. However the damage to other heritage buildings by the 
salvaging of fabric for reuse is unacceptable. Salvaged materials must be 
judiciously sourced so
as not to encourage secondary damage to other heritage resources. The 
use of artifi cial ageing techniques to assist the matching of new with original 
fabric is only advocated where there is an obtrusive mismatch of materials 
which negatively impacts on the heritage signifi cance of the item. Ideally, 
new and original fabric should be subtly discernable on close examination 
to assist interpretation of the history of change to the building.

3. The fabric being replaced must be beyond further maintenance.
The replacement of fabric may only occur where fabric is missing or it is 
so damaged or deteriorated that it is beyond further maintenance. In many 
cases the judgement about the level of deterioration and the effectiveness 
of further maintenance will require the advice of a person who is suitably 
experienced in similar heritage conservation projects. If it is unclear that 
the fabric is beyond further maintenance, its replacement will require the 
submission of an application under s. 60 of the Heritage Act.

4. Signifi cant fabric must not be damaged or removed. In all cases of 
repair, the damage or removal of signifi cant fabric is not permitted
without approval. Signifi cant fabric is that which contributes to the heritage 
signifi cance of the item. The identifi cation of the level of signifi cance of 
fabric will usually require the advice of a person who is suitably experienced 
in similar heritage conservation projects. The damage or removal of 
signifi cant fabric will require the submission of an application under s. 60 
of the Heritage Act.

New material used in repairs should where possible be date stamped in a 
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location which is not conspicuous but is legible on close examination.
Archival recording of removed and replacement fabric is advocated and 
should be used in interpretative displays where practicable.

EXEMPTION 3: PAINTING

1. Painting does not require approval under s. 57(1) of the Act if the 
painting:
(a) does not involve the disturbance or removal of earlier paint layers other 
than that which has failed by chalking, fl aking, peeling or blistering;

(b) involves over-coating with an appropriate surface as an isolating layer 
to provide a means of protection for signifi cant earlier layers or to provide 
a stable basis for repainting; and

(c) employs the same colour scheme and paint type as an earlier scheme 
if they are appropriate to the substrate and do not endanger the survival 
of earlier paint layers.

2. Painting which employs a different colour scheme and paint type from 
an earlier scheme does not require approval under s. 57(1) of the Act, 
provided that:
(a) the Director-General is satisfi ed that the proposed colour scheme, paint 
type, details of surface preparation and paint removal will not adversely 
affect the heritage signifi cance of the item; and 
(b) the person proposing to undertake the painting has received a notice 
advising that the Director-General is satisfi ed.

3. A person proposing to undertake repainting of the kind described in 
paragraph 2 must write to the Director-General and describe the
proposed colour scheme, paint type, details of surface preparation and 
paint removal involved in the repainting. If the Director-General is satisfi ed 
that the proposed development meets the criteria set out in paragraph 
2(a) the Director-General shall notify the applicant.
NOTE: Preference should be given to the re-establishment of historically 
signifi cant paint schemes of the item that are appropriate to the signifi cance 
of the building.

Guidelines
Painting of surfaces which have not previously been painted such as face 
brickwork, stone, concrete or galvanised iron is likely to adversely affect 
the heritage signifi cance of the item and is not exempt from approval under 
this standard exemption. Likewise, the stripping of paint coatings which 
were intended to be protective may expose the substrate to damage and 
cause the loss of the historical record and signifi cance of the building. In 
cases where surface preparation has revealed signifi cant historic paint 
layers, repainting should facilitate the interpretation of the evolution of the 
building by displaying appropriately located sample patches of historic 
paint schemes. This information should also be examined if it is proposed 
to recreate earlier fi nishes or paint schemes.
Paint removal of failed layers to achieve a stable base for repainting is 
exempt from approval but intervention should be minimised to avoid the 
loss of the signifi cant historical record. Where old paint layers are sound 
they should be left undisturbed. The removal of paint with a high content 
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of lead or other hazardous materials requires considerable care and use 
of experienced tradespeople as its disturbance can create health hazards. 
If the removal of such paint layers will adversely affect the heritage 
signifi cance of the item, an application will be required under section 60 
of the Heritage Act.
Reference should be made to The Maintenance Series, NSW Heritage 
Offi ce, particularly Information Sheets 6.2 Removing Paint from Old 
Buildings, 7.2 Paint Finishes and 7.3 Basic Limewash. Available online at 
www.heritage.nsw.gov.au.

EXEMPTION 4: EXCAVATION

1. Excavation or disturbance of land of the kind specifi ed below does 
not require approval under s. 57(1) of the Act, provided that the Director- 
General is satisfi ed that the criteria in (a), (b) or (c) have been met and the 
person proposing to undertake the excavation or disturbance of land has 
received a notice advising that the Director-General is satisfi ed:
(a) where an archaeological assessment has been prepared in accordance 
with Guidelines published by the Heritage Council of NSW which indicates 
that any relics in the land are unlikely to have State or local heritage 
signifi cance; or
(b) where the excavation or disturbance of land will have a minor impact 
on archaeological relics; or
(c) where the excavation or disturbance of land involves only the removal 
of unstratifi ed fi ll which has been deposited on the land.

2. A person proposing to excavate or disturb land in the manner described 
in paragraph 1 must write to the Director-General and describe the 
proposed excavation or disturbance of land and set out why it satisfi es the 
criteria set out in paragraph 1. If the Director-
General is satisfi ed that the proposed development meets the criteria 
set out in paragraph (a), (b) or (c) the Director-General shall notify the 
applicant.

NOTE 1: Any excavation with the potential to affect Aboriginal objects must 
be referred to the Director-General of the Department of Environment and 
Conservation.

NOTE 2: If any Aboriginal objects are discovered on the site, excavation 
or disturbance is to cease and the Department of Environment and 
Conservation is to be informed in accordance with s. 91 of the National 
Parks and Wildlife Act, 1974.

NOTE 3: This exemption does not allow the removal of State signifi cant 
relics.

NOTE 4: Where substantial intact archaeological relics of State or local 
signifi cance, not identifi ed in the archaeological assessment or statement 
required by this exemption, are unexpectedly discovered during excavation, 
work must cease in the affected area and the Heritage Offi ce must be 
notifi ed in writing in accordance with s. 146 of the Act. Depending on the 
nature of the discovery, additional assessment and possibly an excavation 
permit may be required prior to the recommencement of excavation in the 
affected area.
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Guidelines
Excavation or disturbance to which clause 1(c) applies only involves the 
removal of unstratifi ed fi ll material of minor heritage signifi cance. Such fi ll 
will have been deposited in a single episode.

EXEMPTION 5: RESTORATION

1. Restoration of an item by returning signifi cant fabric to a known earlier 
location without the introduction of new material does not require approval 
under s. 57(1) of the Act.

2. The following restoration does not require approval under s. 57(1) of the 
Act, provided that the Director-General is satisfi ed that the criteria in (a) 
have been met and the person proposing to undertake the restoration has 
received a notice advising that the Director-General is satisfi ed:
(a) the restoration of an item without the introduction of new material 
(except for fi xings) to reveal a known earlier confi guration by removing 
accretions or reassembling existing components which does not adversely 
affect the heritage signifi cance of the item.

3. A person proposing to undertake restoration of the kind described in 
paragraph 2 must write to the Director-General and set out why there is 
a need for restoration to be undertaken and the proposed material and 
method of restoration. If the Director-General is satisfi ed that the proposed 
development meets the criteria set out in paragraph 2(a), the Director-
General shall notify the applicant.

Guidelines 
Restoration in accordance with clause 1 of this standard exemption does 
not involve the removal of fabric and only relates to the return of fabric 
which has been removed to storage or has been dislodged from its original 
location.

6: DEVELOPMENT ENDORSED BY THE HERITAGE COUNCIL OR 
DIRECTOR-GENERAL

1. Minor development specifi cally identifi ed as exempt development which 
does not materially impact on heritage signifi cance, by a conservation 
policy or strategy within a conservation management plan which has 
been endorsed by the Heritage Council of NSW or by a conservation 
management strategy endorsed by the Director-General does not require 
approval under s. 57(1) of the Act.

2. A person proposing to do anything of the kind described in paragraph 1 
must write to the Director-General and describe the proposed development. 
If the Director-General is satisfi ed that the proposed development meets 
the criteria set out in paragraph 1, the Director- General shall notify the 
applicant.

Guidelines
This standard exemption does not exempt development that is consistent 
with a conservation policy or strategy contained in an endorsed conservation 
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management plan or interim conservation management strategy other 
than development that is specifi cally identifi ed as exempt development in 
that conservation plan or strategy.

EXEMPTION 7: MINOR ACTIVITIES WITH NO ADVERSE IMPACT ON 
HERITAGE SIGNIFICANCE

1. Anything which in the opinion of the Director-General is of a minor 
nature and will not adversely affect the heritage signifi cance of the item 
does not require approval under s. 57(1) of the Act.

2. A person proposing to do anything of the kind described in paragraph 1 
must write to the Director-General and describe the proposed activity. If the 
Director-General is satisfi ed that the proposed activity meets the criteria 
set out in paragraph 1, the Director-General shall notify the applicant.

Guidelines
This standard exemption has the potential to relate to a wide range of 
minor development. In determining whether a proposed development 
is minor the Director may have regard to the context of the particular 
heritage item such as its size and setting. For instance a development 
may be considered to be minor in the context of Prospect Reservoir’s 
1200ha curtilage whereas a similar proposal affecting an item on a smaller 
site may not be considered to be minor.

In order to assess whether a proposal has an adverse affect on heritage 
signifi cance it is necessary to submit a clear and concise statement of the 
item’s heritage signifi cance and an assessment of whether a proposal 
impacts on that signifi cance.

EXEMPTION 8: NON-SIGNIFICANT FABRIC

1. The following development does not require approval under s. 57(1) of 
the Act, provided that the Director-General is satisfi ed that the criteria in  
(a) have been met and the person proposing to undertake the development 
has received a notice advising that the Director-General is satisfi ed:

(a) the alteration of a building involving the construction or installation 
of new fabric or services or the removal of building fabric which will not 
adversely affect the heritage signifi cance of the item.

2. A person proposing to do anything of the kind described in paragraph 1 
must write to the Director-General and describe the proposed development. 
If the Director-General is satisfi ed that the proposed development meets 
the criteria set out in paragraph 1(a), the Director- General shall notify the 
applicant.
Guidelines
In order to assess the level of signifi cance of fabric it is necessary to 
submit a clear and concise statement of the item’s heritage signifi cance 
and to grade the fabric of the place in accordance with its association with 
or impact on that signifi cance. It may not always be concluded that more 
recent fabric is of less or no heritage signifi cance.
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EXEMPTION 9: CHANGE OF USE

1. The change of use of an item or its curtilage or the commencement of 
an additional or temporary use does not require approval under s. 57(1) 
of the Act, provided that the Director-General is satisfi ed that the criteria 
in (a) and (b) have been met and the person proposing to undertake the 
change of use has received a notice advising that the Director-General is 
satisfi ed:

(a) the use does not involve the alteration of the fabric, layout or setting of 
the item or the carrying out of development other than that permitted by 
other standard or site specifi c exemptions; and

(b) the use does not involve the cessation of the primary use for which 
the building was erected, a later signifi cant use or the loss of signifi cant 
associations with the item by current users;

2. A person proposing to change the use of an item or its curtilage or to 
commence an additional or temporary use of an item or its curtilage in the 
manner described in paragraph 1 must write to the Director-General and 
describe the changes proposed. If the Director-General is satisfi ed that 
the proposed development meets the criteria set out in paragraph 1(a) 
and (b), the Director-General shall notify the applicant.

Guidelines
For the purposes of this standard exemption any change of use which is 
inconsistent with specifi c conditions of any previous approval or consent 
such as hours of operation or nature of conduct of an activity requires 
approval under section 57(1) or the modifi cation of an approval under 
section 65A of the Heritage Act.

EXEMPTION 10: NEW BUILDINGS

1. Subdivision under the Strata Scheme (Freehold Development) Act or 
Strata Scheme (Leasehold Development) Act of the interior of a building 
that has been constructed since the listing of the item on the State Heritage 
Register or the publication of an interim heritage order in the Gazette which 
applies to the land does not require approval under s. 57(1) of the Act.

2. Alteration to the interior of a building which has been cons tructed since 
the listing of the item on the State Heritage Register or the publication of 
an interim heritage order in the Gazette which applies to the land does not 
require approval under s. 57(1) of the Act.

Guidelines
Subdivision to which clause 1 of this standard exemption applies must not 
subdivide the curtilage of the exterior of a building other than approved 
car spaces. A strata plan which otherwise proposes the subdivision of the 
curtilage of a heritage item requires approval under section 57(1) of the 
Heritage Act.
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For the purposes of clause 2 of this standard exemption, alterations to the 
interior of a building:
• do not include internal alterations to additions to buildings which existed 
prior to the listing of the site on the State Heritage Register or publication 
of the interim heritage order;

• must not affect the external appearance of the building such as by balcony 
enclosure or window screening; and

• must not be inconsistent with any specifi c conditions of a previous 
approval.

Such alterations require approval under section 57(1) of the Heritage 
Act.

EXEMPTION 11: TEMPORARY STRUCTURES

1. The erection of temporary structures does not require approval under 
s. 57(1) of the Act, provided that the Director-General is satisfi ed that the 
criteria in (a) and (b) have been met and the person proposing to erect 
the structure has received a notice advising that the Director- General is 
satisfi ed:

(a) the structure will be erected within and used for a maximum period of 
4 weeks after which it will be removed within a period of 2 days and not 
erected again within a period of 6 months; and

(b) the structure is not to be located where it could damage or endanger 
signifi cant fabric including landscape or archaeological features of its 
curtilage or obstruct signifi cant views of and from heritage items.

2. A person proposing to erect a structure of the kind described in
paragraph 1 must write to the Director-General and set out the nature of 
the structure, the use for the structure and how long it will remain in place 
and the next occasion on which it is anticipated that the structure will be 
erected. If the Director-General is satisfi ed that the proposed development 
meets the criteria set out in paragraphs 1(a) and 1(b) the Director-General 
shall notify the applicant.

Guidelines
The cumulative impact of the multiple use of this standard exemption 
will be considered by the Director in the assessment of the simultaneous 
construction of a number of temporary structures or a succession of 
temporary structures which may have a prolonged adverse impact on 
heritage signifi cance of the item.

EXEMPTION 12: LANDSCAPE MAINTENANCE

1. Landscape maintenance which is of the type described below does not 
require approval under s. 57(1) of the Act:

(a) weeding, watering, mowing, top-dressing, pest control and fertilizing 
necessary for the continued health of plants, without damage or major 
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alterations to layout, contours, plant species or other signifi cant landscape 
features;

(b) pruning to control size, improve shape, fl owering or fruiting and the 
removal of diseased, dead or dangerous material, not exceeding 20% of 
the crown of a tree within a period of 2 years; or

(c) tree surgery by a qualifi ed horticulturist or tree surgeon necessary for 
the health of those plants.

NOTE 1: In relation to cemeteries, landscape features include monuments, 
grave markers, grave surrounds, fencing, path edging and the like.

Guidelines
Landscape features and gardens are fundamental to the setting of heritage 
items and are important to the appreciation of heritage signifi cance. 
Landscape setting is by its nature evolving and often requires more 
regular maintenance than other elements of heritage fabric. Horticultural 
advice may be required to ensure a regime of maintenance appropriate 
to the retention of heritage signifi cance of a place. General advice about 
landscape maintenance is provided by The Maintenance of Heritage 
Assets: A Practical Guide Information Sheet 9.1 Heritage Gardens and 
Grounds, printed versions available from the NSW Heritage Offi ce.

EXEMPTION 13: SIGNAGE

1. The erection of signage which is of the types described in (a) or (b) 
below does not require approval under s. 57(1) of the Act:

(a) temporary signage which is located behind or on the glass surface of 
a shop window which is not internally illuminated or fl ashing and is to be 
removed within eight weeks; or

(b) a real estate sign indicating that the place is for auction, sale or letting 
and related particulars and which is removed within 10 days of the sale or 
letting of the place;

2. The erection of signage which is of the types described in (a) or (b) 
below does not require approval under s. 57(1) of the Act, provided that 
the Director-General is satisfi ed that the criteria in (a) and (b) respectively 
have been met and the person proposing to erect it has received a notice 
advising that the Director-General is satisfi ed:
(a) the erection of non-illuminated signage for the sole purpose of providing 
information to assist in the interpretation of the heritage signifi cance of 
the item and which will not adversely affect signifi cant fabric including 
landscape or archaeological features of its curtilage or obstruct signifi cant 
views of and from heritage items; or
(b) signage which is in the form of a fl ag or banner associated with a 
building used for a purpose which requires such form of promotion such 
as a theatre or gallery, which is displayed for a maximum period of eight 
weeks and which will not adversely affect signifi cant fabric including 
landscape or archaeological features of its
curtilage;
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3. A person proposing to erect signage of the kind described in paragraph 
2 must write to the Director-General and describe the nature and purpose 
of the advertising or signage. If the Director-General is satisfi ed that the 
proposed development meets the criteria set out in paragraph 2(a) or 2(b), 
the Director-General shall notify the applicant.

4. Signage of the kind described in paragraphs 1 and 2 must:

(a) not conceal or involve the removal of signage which has an integral 
relationship with the signifi cance of the item;

(b) be located and be of a suitable size so as not to obscure or damage 
signifi cant fabric of the item;

(c) be able to be later removed without causing damage to the signifi cant 
fabric of the item; and

(d) reuse existing fi xing points or insert fi xings within existing joints
without damage to adjacent masonry.

Guidelines
In addition to the requirements of clause 4 of the standard exemptions, 
signage may be controlled by development control plans or signage 
policies prepared by the relevant local council. The operation of the 
standard exemptions do not affect the requirements for consent by local 
councils or the need to satisfy any signage policies which may have been 
adopted by them.

Additional forms of signage not addressed by this standard exemption 
may not require approval under section 57(1) of the Heritage Act if they 
satisfy the requirements of other standard exemptions such as Standard 
Exemption 7 (Minor Activities with no Adverse Impact on Heritage 
Signifi cance) or Standard Exemption 8 (Non-signifi cant Fabric).

Signage in accordance with clause 2(a) of the standard exemption for the 
purpose of assisting the interpretation of heritage signifi cance:

• requires approval under section 57(1) of the Heritage Act if additional 
information is provided which is unrelated to heritage interpretation such 
as commercial promotion or sponsorship; and

• must be in accordance with Interpreting Heritage Places and Items 
published by the NSW Heritage Offi ce and available online.

EXEMPTION 14: BURIAL SITES AND CEMETERIES

1. Development on land within a burial site or cemetery which is of the 
type described in (a), (b) or (c) below does not require approval under s. 
57(1) of the Act:

(a) the creation of a new grave;
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(b) the erection of monuments or grave markers in a place of consistent 
character, including materials, size and form, which will not be in confl ict 
with the character of the place; or

(c) an excavation or disturbance of land for the purpose of carrying out 
conservation or repair of monuments or grave markers;
provided that there will be no disturbance to human remains, to relics in 
the form of grave goods, associated landscape features or to a place of 
Aboriginal heritage signifi cance.

2. A person proposing to carry out development in the manner described 
in paragraph 1(b) or (c) must write to the Director-General and describe 
the development proposed. If the Director-General is satisfi ed that the 
proposed development meets the criteria set out in paragraph 1, the 
Director-General shall notify the applicant.

3. This exemption does not apply to the erection of above-ground
chambers, columbaria or vaults, or the designation of additional areas to 
be used as a burial place.

NOTE 1: Other standard exemptions apply to the maintenance, cleaning 
and repair of burial sites and cemeteries.

Guidelines
In addition to burial remains and artefacts, above ground cemetery 
elements may include headstones, footstones and other burial markers or 
monuments and associated elements such as grave kerbing, iron grave 
railings, grave furniture, enclosures and plantings. It is important that 
cemeteries listed on the State Heritage Register have a conservation policy 
or conservation management plan endorsed by the Heritage Council and 
that it records the history and signifi cant fabric of the place with policies for 
conservation, relocation and the erection of new monuments and grave 
markers.

Additional advice about the management of heritage cemeteries is 
provided in:
• Cemeteries: Guidelines for their Care and Conservation, NSW
Heritage Offi ce, 1992;

• Skeletal Remains, NSW Heritage Offi ce, 1998;
• Guidelines for Cemetery Conservation, National Trust of
Australia (NSW), 2002.

EXEMPTION 15: COMPLIANCE WITH MINIMUM STANDARDS AND 
ORDERS

1. Development which is required for the purpose of compliance with the 
minimum standards set out in Part 3 of the Heritage Regulation 1999 or 
an order issued under either:
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(a) section 120 of the Heritage Act 1977 regarding minimum 
standards of maintenance and repair; or

(b) section 121S of the Environmental Planning and Assessment 
Act 1979 regarding an order which is consistent with a submission 
by the Heritage Council under section 121S(6) of that Act;

does not require approval under s. 57(1) of the Act.

Guidelines
This standard exemption is intended to facilitate and expedite 
compliance with orders and minimum standards of maintenance 
and repair.

The Minimum Standards of Maintenance and Repair replaced the 
“wilful neglect” provisions of the Heritage Act in 1999. The minimum 
standards are contained in Part 3 of the Heritage Regulation 1999 
and are reproduced in the Heritage Information Series published 
by the NSW Heritage Offi ce. The minimum standards only apply to 
items listed on the State Heritage Register and relate to:
• weather protection;
• fi re prevention and protection;
• security; and
• essential maintenance and repair to prevent serious or irreparable
damage.

Maintenance and repair which exceed the minimum standards in 
the Regulation may be exempt from approval under other standard 
exemptions (refer to #1 and #2).

Orders under s.121S(6) of the EP&A Act are those given by a 
council or other consent authority in relation to an item listed on 
the State Heritage Register, land to which an interim heritage order 
applies or a heritage item listed under an environmental planning 
instrument. Orders must not be given in relation to items listed on 
the State Heritage Register or land to which an interim heritage 
order relates unless the consent authority has given notice of it to 
the Heritage
Council and considered any submission made by it.

EXEMPTION 16: SAFETY AND SECURITY

1. The following development does not require approval under s. 
57(1) of the Act, provided that the Director-General is satisfi ed that 
the criteria in (a) or (b) have been met and the person proposing to 
undertake the development has received a notice advising that the 
Director-General is satisfi ed:

(a) the erection of temporary security fencing, scaffolding, hoardings 
or surveillance systems to prevent unauthorised access or secure 
public safety which will not adversely affect signifi cant fabric of the 
item including landscape or archaeological features of its curtilage; 
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or
(b) development, including emergency stabilisation, necessary 
to secure safety where a building or part of a building has been 
irreparably damaged or destabilised and poses a safety risk to its 
users or the public.

2. A person proposing to undertake development of the kind 
described in paragraph 1 must write to the Director-General and 
describe the development and, if it is of the kind set out in 1(b), 
provide certifi cation from a structural engineer having experience 
with heritage items confi rming the necessity for the development 
with regard to the criteria set out in 1(b) and any adverse impact 
on signifi cant fabric. If the Director-General is satisfi ed that the 
proposed development meets the criteria set out in paragraph 1(a) 
or (b), the Director-General shall notify the applicant.

Guidelines
Development exempt under this standard exemption must be for the 
temporary or emergency securing of safety for users or the public.
Permanent upgrading of site or building security may be exempt 
under other standard exemptions such as #7 (Minor Activities with 
no Adverse Impact on Heritage Signifi cance) or #8 (Non-signifi cant 
Fabric). Development described in 1(b) of this exemption is intended 
to apply in circumstances where there has been damage caused 
by a sudden change in circumstances of the building such as a 
catastrophic event, rather than safety risks which may arise from 
ongoing neglect of maintenance.

Emergency maintenance and repairs such as required following a 
storm event may be exempt under other standard exemptions such 
as #1 (Maintenance and Cleaning) and #2 (Repairs). More intrusive 
means of upgrading security which may damage signifi cant fabric 
will require the submission of an application under section 60 of the 
Heritage Act.

Development in accordance with this exemption must be undertaken 
with minimal intervention to signifi cant fabric.

EXEMPTION 17: MOVABLE HERITAGE ITEMS

1. The temporary relocation of movable heritage items, including 
contents, fi xtures and objects, to ensure their security, maintenance 
and preservation, for conservation or exhibition, to ensure health 
or safety, the need for a controlled environment for those heritage 
items, or to protect the place, and which are to be returned to their 
present location within six months, does not require approval under 
s. 57(1) of the Act.
2. A person proposing to relocate a movable heritage item as set 
out in paragraph 1 must advise the Director-General in writing 
of the proposed location and the reasons for its relocation. If the 
Director- General is satisfi ed that the temporary relocation meets 
the criteria set out in paragraph 1 the Director-General shall notify 
the applicant.
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Guidelines
Movable heritage items or objects which are listed on the State 
Heritage Register must be specifi cally referred to in the gazetted 
listing. Unless specifi cally listed, the movable content of buildings 
such as furniture, paintings and other decoration is not movable 
heritage for the purposes of the Heritage Act which triggers approval 
requirements to “move, damage or destroy it”.

The permanent relocation of an item of movable heritage such as 
listed ships or railway rolling stock will require the submission of an 
application under section 60 of the Heritage Act.

Additional advice regarding movable heritage is provided by:
• Objects in Their Place: An Introduction to Movable Heritage, NSW
Heritage Offi ce, 1999; and
• Movable Heritage Principles, NSW Heritage Offi ce and Ministry for 
the Arts, 1999.
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Appendix 3: On-going Maintenance Schedule

OVER ALL BUILDING Monitor condition

General cleaning

Pest Inspection

Check security and general 
safety 

STONEWORK Monitor condition
Seek specialist advice on 
conservation, as necessary

CHIMNEYS
 

Inspect for signs of water 
ingress or deterioration 
of mortar joints

Check seals and 
capping

Monitor condition 

Clean, rejoint  and repoint 
stonework as necessary

BRICKWORK
PWD Wing
Walls 
Sills Jointing
Pointing

Inspect
Repair as required

Replace as necessary

ROOFING
Slate
Metal Sheeting
Ridge caps
Flashing

Inspect

Repair as required

Replace as necessary with 
materials to match existing

STORMWATER 
DISPOSAL 
Down pipes
Gutters
Rainwater heads 

Monitor and clean as 
required

Replace as necessary

VERANDAHS 
Timber posts 
Concrete and 
sandstone fl ooring 

Inspect

Repair as required

Replace as necessary
with materials to match 
existing

Seek specialist advice 
on stone conservation as 
necessary

Building Element Every Year.     Every Five Years Every Ten Years
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EXTERNAL   DOORS
& WINDOWS
Wooden frames, 
sashes, sills and 
architraves  

Inspect 

Repair as required 
by preserving and 
reconstructing with 
timber materials to match 
the existing profi les

Repaint Strip and repaint 

Replace as necessary
with materials to match 
existing

INTERNAL DOORS 
AND JOINERY

Inspect

Repair as required 
by preserving and 
reconstructing with 
timber materials to match 
the existing profi les

Repaint

INTERNAL WALLS Monitor wear

Repair as required 
by preserving and 
reconstructing with 
materials to match the 
existing  

Repaint as required  

CEILINGS
Lathe and plaster
Plaster board sheeting
Plaster cornice

Monitor wear

Repair as required 
by preserving and 
reconstructing with 
materials to match the 
existing  

Repaint as required

FLOORS Monitor Repair as required by 
preserving and reconstructing 
with materials to match the 
existing 

SERVICES
Electrical,
Hydraulic &
Security

Inspect Repair as required Upgrade as required

Building Element Every Year.     Every Five Years Every Ten Years
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Appendix 4: Conservation Works Schedule


